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3IHPBODUCTION
The Hhipiphoridae are comparatively rare insects, and many species belong-
ing to this family were originally described from one specimen, several species
are still represented by a gingle specimen, the monotype. Because of the rarity
of this group of insects, few students treated and studied it, and, as a result,
the taxonomy of this family has been unsatisfactory, especially in the United
States. Of all the Hhipiphoridae listed in Leng's Catalogue, about lj# were de-
scribed after the days of Leconte and Horn, while in many other groups the per-
centage of recently described insects is considerably greater. The literature of
this family also reveals the lack of definite conclusions as to the validity of
certain species and varities. This is due, naturally, to the fact feat several
species were described from single specimens. There haB existed also a diversity
of opinion as to the proper names of certain genera, and their correct position
in the family.
This paper is *he result of an attempt to bring this family into better
taxonomic order. The author does not claim to have settled all the difficulties
that are involved in the taxonomic study of this group; on the contrary, he frankly
admits that considerable work is still to be done. But in preparing this paper
he has attempted to do the following:
1) To stady the different species already described and wherever it seemed neces-
sary, redescribe such speeies or make additional references to characters which
have been omitted in the original descriptions, with the hope that the student may
more easily determine his material;
2) to find definite means of correlating the two sexes and describe the other sex
4in cases where it has not heretofore been known;
3) to describe new forms, based on undetermined ravterial or upon wrongly identi-
fied specimens found in the various collections;
4) to divide the family properly, and base the division upon morphological fea-
tures and biologic characteristics as far as possible; and
5) to collect scattered important data in regard to the biology of the group.
To accomplish the above the writer has studied the types or paratypes of
such species as could be obtained in the eastern states. For that purpose he has
visited Boston, Washington and Philadelphia. In addition, several collections
were kindly placed at his disposal in the American Museum of Natural History, where
a taxonomic study as well as a morphologic comparison of the group has been pursued.
The material studied was obtained from the following sources:
American Museum of Natural History, through Dr. F. B. lute and 1*. A. J.
Mutchlerj- American Museum Collection, containing the Hy. Edwards, Chas. Palm and
other collections*
Mr. CSi&e* W. Leng, Director, Public Ifaseum, Staten Island, N. T.»- Mr.
Ieng's private collection.
Mr. Win. T. Davis, Staten Island, N. Y.j- Mr. Davis» private collection.
Mr. Howard Notman, Brooklyn, N. T.i- Mr. Notman»s private collection.
Maseum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass., through Mr. iiathan Banks t-
The Leconte, Bowditch and other collections*
Mr. Chas. Schaeffer, Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, N. Y.i- Mr. Schaeffer^s
private collection.
Mr. C. H. Frost, Framingham, Mass.!- Mr. FrosVs private collection.
5U. S. National Museum, through Dr. Aldrich, Dr. Oiapin and Mr. Barber »-
speoimens from Pierce, Sohwari, Hubbard, Green, Casey and other collection*.
Academy of Natural Sciences of Ailadelphia, through Mr. Cressont- the Horn,
Mason and other collections.
To all of the above institutions and private collectors, I wish to extend my
sincere thanks. I also wish to express my appreciation to those members of the staffs
in Uxe above-mentioned institutions who have so willingly assisted me in my work.
As stated above, this paper was prepared in the Entomological Laboratory of the
American Museum of Natural History and it is to this institution that I am deeply
grateful for the privilege of using the Entomological Laboratory and its facilities.
I cannot fully express my sincere thanks to Dr. P. E. Luts, Curator of Entomology,
for the kind manner in which he has assisted me, nor to Mr. A. J. Mutchler who has
followed this work and assisted me in getting together literature and checking up
references relating to the several species. At this moment I cannot but repeat the
words of Mr. C. IV. Leng in his introduction to the bibliography of his famous
Catalogue, which are as follows
j
WI am under heavy obligations to Mr. Andrew J. Mutchler, of the American LJiseum
of Natural History, for continual assistance in preparing this bibliography. His
knowledge of the great collection of books in that Museum is remarkable. I am glad
to gratefully acknowledge his help."
I am also under obligation to Drs. H. T. Pernald, C. P. Alexander and G. C.
Crampton, who have read the manuscript and offered many helpful suggestions.
6HISTORY OP THE FAMILY
Linne described in 1761 the European Hetoecus paradoxus and placed it in the
genus Mordella. in later editions of his Systema Naturae, and in the System
Entomologiae of Fahricius (1775) a few species of la^crosl^ (Hhipiphoridae) were
also included in the genus Mordella. Bo8c first described Hhipiphorus wMinUn,,
in 1792. The derivation of the generic name is from the Greek ripis = fan +
phorus = hearing, and the name was suggested to him by the fan-shaped antennae of
the male. In addition to the detailed description, there are also figures that indi-
cats clearly the species he described. In his discussion, Bosc states that the Rh.
subdlpterus has some characteristics in common with Apalus 2-maculatua (Meloidae)
and with Hecydalls humeral! a ( Cerambycidae ) . The similarity with the latter is, as
we may understand, superficial. Bosc expresses his opinion as to the place of
Hhipiphorus
,
and states that it should be placed near Mordella. with which it has
many characteristics in common. In later works of Jabricius, his Entomologia
Systematica (1792), and in his Systema Eleutheratorum (1801) we find the early-
described Hhipiphorids separated from the Mordellids, and together with subdlpterus
.
included in the genus Hhipiphorus Bosc. Of the species listed there, we find four
from North America, namely, limbatus, dimidlatus. pectinatus and 6-maculatum
.
The genus RhlpidiuB was deacribed by Thunberg in 1806, while Peleootoma was
described by Fischer von Waldheim in 1809. In 1830, Hents separated the genus
Maorosiagon from Hhipiphorus. and designated R. dimidlatus as the genotype. A new
genus was added to the group when Guerin described Evaniocera in 1835. In his
Catalogue, Dejean, in 1837, listed among other flhipiphoridae a group of insects in
the gQnU3 Trigonodera, and Castelnau, in 1840, described a new genua Pelecotoides
.
All the authors mentioned treated the group as belonging to the family Mordellidae.
In 1855, Gerstaicker wrote his excellent monograph on the flhipiphoridae and separated
them from the Mordellids. This separation was baaed on the following characteristic,
The Bhipiphorids are parasitic; their sexes antigenous, antennae flabellate or pectin-
ate, with their insertion near or above the eyes and not below them; last segment of
maxillary palpi not hatchet-like, and pronotum without distinct lateral carina and
suture. He divided the family into four tribes representing twelve genera as follows,
1. Ptilaphorini - (1) Trigonodera. (2) Geoscopus, (3) Pelecotoma. (4) Clinops
(5) Ancholaemua
. (6) Euctenla. (7) Ptllaphorus. (8) Ctenldia
.
11. Hhipidiini - (9) Rhlpidlua.
111. Ityoditini
- (10) Ifroditea (Rhipiphorua)
IV. Rhipiphorini - (11) Metoecus
. (12) Rhipiphorua (Eacrosiagon)
.
The family was treated afterwarda by Lacordaire in 1859, and by other authors
in connection with description of local faunae ^
,
1) For reference to these aee Hhipiphoridae, E, Oaiki - Gatalogua Coleopterorum -
W. Junk, Bars 64, 1913.
New genera have ainoe been added to the family, so that we have today the group as
represented in the Catalogua Coleopterorum, W. Junk, Para 54, 1913. E. Caiki, who
arranged the group for this Gatalogua divided the family into three tribea aa follows
i
1. Pelecotomini - 17 genera.
11. Rhipiphorini
- 3 genera, namely, Maorosiagon
, Metoecus and Rhipiphorua
.
111. Rhipidiini - 7 genera.
In America, we find in the Catalogue of Inaecta of Pennsylvania, by Fred. Val
Melsheimer, 1806, page 56, nine species in the genus Klpiphorus
. No doubt the "K"
is due to a typographical error and should be replaced by R. Some of those names we
find publiahed later in 1846 by hia aon, F. B. Malaheimer, but most of them are now
either synonyms or varieties of pectinatua Fabriciua. Thomaa Say, in 1823, deaoribed
the firat American apeciea of the genua Rhipiphorua. namely, Dorthesia fasclata.
8and Iaconte, in 1868, described the genus TopoBOopus
. Other authors who contributed
to the literature of American Hhipiphoridae by adding new species from North and
Central America were Germar (1824), Newman (1838), Guerin (1844), Gerstaoker (1855),
Horn (1875 and 1892), Champion (1899), Pierce (1902-1920), and Ball (1907). Horn,
in 1875, monographed the genua ifcorosiagon, and Champion treated the species of the
entire family found in Central America j while Pierce, in addition to taxonomic notes
on the genus RhlplphoruB recorded some valuable ecological notes and observations,
and added important facts to our knowledge of the life history of the family.
MORPHOLOGY AND PHYLOGENY
To the student of comparative morphology, the Hhipiphoridae present a very
interesting study, because this group includes ordinary Mordelloid beetles on the
one hand, and highly specialized Strepsipteroid beetles on the other. In this family,
therefore, one may find intermediate stages between the Coleoptera and Strepsiptera.
Early taxonomists believed that some groups which are included in the Hhipi-
phoridae have little relationship to each other; they thought that the grouping of
this family was based on superficial characteristics j Scharp and Ifluir for instance,
grouped the genus Pelecotoraoides ( Trigonodera, Hhipiphoridae) in the Mordellidae.
Those authors may have been right to a certain extent, as will be shown later, but
there are certain tendencies oceuring in the entire family* that make it into a
unit. In addition there existed also a diversity of opinion as to the proper divi-
sion of this family. It is therefore the aim of the following paragraphs to discuss
the similarity and differences of the various genera from a morphological view point,
and conclude as to their possible phylogeny and proper classification. Because of
lack of material, only the genera oceuring in the United States have been studied,
although other exotic genera are mentioned to make the discussion more complete.
In the following discussion the minute details, and minor differences of ports are
omitted; only the general form and structure of certain organs are discussed.
Antigeny
- Pl.I, fig.1-6 C, Pl.ffi, fig. 4. In every genus included in the Rhipiphoridae
the antennae in the two sexes are of a different form, and therefore represent the
most important seoondary sexual characteristic. Nothing in addition to this is
found in the genera Pelecotom». Trigonodera and Toposcopus
. In Ilacrosiagon.
however, the males of some species may differ in color from the females; and in
Hhipiphorus, the males, in addition to the difference in color, have their tarsal
claws more finely and closely pectinate than those in the females. In the genus
ahiPidltt9 th<* female is without elytra and wings, and seens to be of an en-
tirely different form than that of the male. The Stylopid females have lost, in ad-
dition to the wings, also the legs and other important organs. In antigeny, there-
fore, Rhipidlus approaches very much the Strepsiptera.
Head capsule
- Pl.I, fig. 1-6 A, B. In the less specialized genera, Peleootoma and
Trigonodera. the head is broadly round, and the vertex is on the same level with
the anterior margin of the pronotum. In Toposcopus and Hhlpidius the vertex is
but slightly elevated above the margin of the pronotum, while in I&croslagon and
Hhipiphorus it is much more elevated. The relative size of the eclerites of the
head differs in the genera. In making this comparative study, one should bear
in mind the demarcations used in Comparative Morphology of insects in general.
The epicranial suture, and its arms which separates the vertex from the frons are
of great importance. This suture is not noticeable in some species, while it is
distinct in others.
Upon comparing the respective figures, one may readily see that the frons
in Pelecotoma ( I B) is much enlarged and is not distinctly separate from the
vertex, while in Trigonodera (2 B) and Toposcopus (3 b) it is much smaller.
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In soma species belong to the genera iiacroslagon and ahipiphorus
, the epi-
cranial suture is visible; when it is present in Macrosiagon. as it is in the
case of M. octomaoulatum , .nd M. ej^i, it may be seen when looking upon the head
from the rear (see Plate TE
,
fig. lb). The arms of the suture are along the car-
ina; in other words, the entire frontal surface of the head is the clypeo-frons,
and in some species a small part of it is the vertex. When present in tfhipi-
phprus as it is in the case of Hh. soaber and Hh. simplex, the suture is seen on
the conical process between the antennae and its arms in front of the tubercle.
In other words, this process is the true vertex, and the entire broad surface
between the large eyes is the clypeo-frons. In the last two mentioned genera,
therefore, the anterior sclerites of the head have enlarged very much, while
the posterior sclerites, the occiput and vertex, have become much smaller.
This change in the head capsule causes the apparent change of position of the
eyes and antennae as will be seen in the next paragraphs.
Eyes
- PI. I, figs. 1-6 A, B. The size and form of the eyes varies not only in the
genera, but also in the species of one genus. One could readily point out,
however, the outstanding eye characteristics of the groups. While the eyes in
Pelecotoma (fig. 1, a, B) are small and widely separate, they are nuch larger,
much eloser to each other, and more coarsely granulate in Trigonodera
. The eyes
in Toposcopus are finely granulate, almost entirely divided, and the line con-
necting the two divisions is obsolete of facets. In all the three general men-
tioned the eyes are emarginate to some degree. In the genera Ifocroslagon and
Bhipiphorus (fig*. 5 and 6, A, B) the eyes are very finely granulate, regularly
oval, not emarginate, situated on the sides of toe head, and leaving a wide
clypeo-frons
.
Upon comparison, one may readily see that the eyes of liacrosiagon
are proportionately much smaller than the eyes of Bhipiphorus
. The male of
Hhipldlus (PI. I, fig.4 A, B) has the eyes larger, subcontiguous, with the facets
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large and distinct. In the supposedly female Bhipidius (Pl.m, tig. 4 a)
the eyes are very email, eituated on the aide of the head, the facets few and
distinct, as is the case in the eyes of the male Strepsiptera which are berry-
like.
-Antennae
-
Pl.I, fig. 1-6 C. As a rule the antennae are eleven-segmented, out in
some cases the last segment i a obeolete. In the males of Peleootoma and
Trigonodera the antennae are pectinate. The segments are elongate, and the
short rami, therefore, are widely separated from each other. The female
antennae are much like those of the male, except that the processes of the
segments are much shorter than those of the male antennae. The first segment
in this type of antenna i 8 much thicker and larger than the rest, while the
second is the smallest. The number of the processes varies in the species,
some having eight while others seven or six, that is. in addition to the
first and second, some other segments are without any processes. In Topo-
scopus, the male antennae are of an entirely different type. The first seg-
ment is the largest, and the second smallest, but the third segment is also
large and bears a process at its proximal end, while the remaining eight seg-
ments are very closely compact and their rami are very long and close together
(see fig.3 C ). The female antennae of Toposcopus are like those of Trigon-
odera, except that the third segment indicates traces of a process. The IS*
type of antenna is found in Evaniocera, and as far as I could make out from
the drawing, also in Anoholaemua
. In the male of Bhipidius the antennae are
of the same type as in Bvaniooera. except that the rami are broader, lamellate-
like, and the third segment is smaller and without a process. In the supposed-
ly female Bhipidius, the antennae are filiform. In the males of the genera
Macrosiagon and Bhipiphorus we find the third type of antenna, namely those
of the male are biflabellate, every segment bearing two rami, and pectinate in
)
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the female. In the male of IJacrosiagon the first segment is large and the
second is distinct, while in Hhipiphorus the first segment is broad and short,
and the second is very short and sometimes quite indistinct. The length of the
rami varies in the species of one genus, hut as a rule the/ are longer in
Hhipiphorus than in Maorosiagon. in both genera, they are straight or curled.
The female antennae in both genera vary from deeply serrate to pectinate. In
some cases the processes are equal while in others they increase in length
toward the apex or toward the base. In the female Hhipiphorus the last segmeatg
show a tendency to fuse, and in most oases the eleventh segment has disappeared.
Pronotum
- PI. I, fig. 1-6 A. In the genus Pelecotoma (fig. l a) the prothorax has a
distinct suture separating the pronotum and pseudopleuron; this suture is present
also in other members of this family, but is obsolete in all other genera re-
presented in the United States. In Trigonodera and in Toposcopua the pronotum
shows a distinct lateral carina near the base only, but the sides are more or
less rounded at the anterior part of the pronotum. In the genus flhipldius the
pronotum has become much smaller in comparison with the head, and has a distinct
lateral carina; in the two other genera, Liacrosiagon and Hhipiphorus. the prono-
tum is very broad while the pseudopleuron is quite small, and is represented
only by a narrow projection. In the last two named genera, the mesoscutellum is
usually under the posterior lobe of the pronotum.
? etanotum - Because of the enlarged wing muscles, the metathorax is enlarged in most
Coleoptera, but is developed more than the average in the genera I acrosiagon
and Hhipiphorus, and exceedingly so in the genus flhipidius
. The metanotum, be-
ing uncovered, is much more chitinized than is the case in other genera where
the elytra cover the entire body. The median groove on the metascutum is obso-
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obsolete in these genera, since the elytra are short or dehisoent. m the male
Hhipidius (PI. Ill, fig. 4 V) the metathorax is very "Urge, while the prothorax
(fig.4 A) is very small; this is noteworthy, because in the Strepsiptera the
prothorax is very narrow, collar-like, and the metanotum forme the greater part of
the body*
Elytra - The elytra in the genera pelecotoma, Trigonodera and Toposoopus are of ordinary
form, as in other Coleoptera. In the genus i&crosiagon the elytra are little
reduced, but are dehiscent and attenuated posteriorly, while in Hhipiphorus they are
narrower, more hairy, and of softer texture than those of the other two genera
mentioned, seeming to approach the form of the club-shaped elytra of the Strepsiptera.
Wing venation - PI. Ill, fig. 2-7 W. As in all other Coleoptera the costa, subeoeta, radius
i
and their branches, are crowded together and occupy a email area along the anterior
margin of the wing. The median, cubitus and the anal veins occupy the greater part
of the wing surface. In the genus Trigonodera (fig, 2 the wing venation is like
other Mordelloid beetles. The vein Cu^ is quite distinct, with the recurrent vein VL
present. Also some radial branches are present and the anal branches are evident.
In the gems Bvaniocera (7 w), which is closely allied to Toooscopus, the cubitus
is a little curved before it unites with the median (M), but both are distinct,
while the anal veins are reduced in number. In Bhipidius all the veins have dis-
appeared except at the base and the cubitus ( Cu) is the only distinct one. In the
two genera, JJacrosiagon and Hhipiphorus, a reduction of the number of veins is also
noticeable; but they are replaced by secondary thickenings of the wings through
depositions of chitin as is shown in figures 5 and 6 W.
Abdomen
- PI. Ill, figs. 1,4,5 and 6 V. As in other Coleoptera, modifications in the
structure of the first abdominal segments have taken place. The first segment is
14
membraneous, and is visible only when the abdomen ia detached from the metathorax
In the females of Macrosiagon and Rhiplphorue the eighth segment is in the form of
a tube which surrounds and protects the ovipositor (Pl.Il;, 5F., and 6P). The
seventh tergits in ^aorosiagon is considerably enlarged, shield-like, and is terned
the pygidium. In the male of this genus the eighth tergits is the pygidium. In
both genera the eternites are quite large and cover the pleurites at their margin.
The abdominal segments in ETaoroslagon are arranged telescope-like and are compressed
while they are depressed in Rhipiphorus
. The male abdomen in Rhlpidlus (fig. 4 V)
is very small, as is the case in many Strepsiptera, and that of the supposed female
has nine distinct segments.
Bale genitalia - Pi. II, figs. 1-6 M. In the male genitalia of Coleoptera we distinguish
the tegmen, composed of a basal piece and two lateral lobes which, as a rule, are
variably modified. The median lobe, according to Sharp and Moir, is the central
portion of the aedeague in which the median orifice is situated. In the family
Rhipiphoridae we find two types of structure in the genitalia. The one is the type
which we find in the genera Pelecotoma, Trigonodera
,
and with slight modifications
in Maoroalagon and Rhiplphorue
. In general the median lobe is long, curved, and
the tegmen consists of a large basal sclerite on the dorsal aspect of the median
lobe and with a pair of highly modified lateral lobes. The lateral lobes are richly
chitinized; they are elongate and slightly curved in Pelecotoma (fig.l M) and
crescent-shaped in Trigonodera (2 M), In Macroslagon (5 H) the left lobe is as a
rule modified into a hook-like projection, while in Rhipiphorus they are flat and
of the shape presented in fig. 6 M. The common feature in the genitalia of these
genera is that the median lobe is quite differentiated from the tegmen, which
envelops it.
The other type of genitalia is the one which we find in the genus Evaniooera and
15
TopoBCopaa
.
This type, according to Sharp and lAiir, is characteristic also of the
genua AnaspiB. In this latter, quoting Sharp and Iniir, '•Phe median lobe is Blender,
tubular and semi-ohitinous, and with median orifice at tip. legmen consisting of
pair of pointed lateral lobes consolidated at their base, and a narrow, long baeal
piece." From figure 4 M and 7 II we can see that the male genitalia of Bvanlooera
and Topoaoopua are of this type and therefore quite different from the genitalia
in the other gwnera. In Evaniocera the tegmen ia broader, the median lobe pointa
ventrally with the median orifice at it a dorsal side; in Topoaoopua as the figures
ahow, the tegmen, median lobe and lateral lobe are very slender arid semi
-chitini zed.
Female genitalia - Pi. II, figs. 2, 5, 6 and 7 P. The female genitalia of Trigonodera
and Evaniocera do not differ very much from each other as do the male genitalia in
these genera. In both, the style (at), coxites, etc. are diatinot. In the genera
Macrosiagon and Hhlpiphorua the genitalia have beccme much more chitinised and- the
delicate slyli have disappeared. This may be explained by the fact that the females
oviposit in the ground, and need, therefore, smoother and harder ovipositors. That
difference in structure of the ovipositors suggests also that in the genera
Trigonodera and Evaniocera, the females do not oviposit in the ground.
Prom all the facts concerning the general morphology of the various genera of
this famiJy, we may divide it as follows
t
I Pelecotomlnae
Vertex not elevated above anterior margin of pronotum. Kale antenna© pectinate,
rami separate from each other and shorter than head, at least first three segments
without any process. ?,3edian lobe quite elongate, lateral lobe modified. Thia
subfamily will include Pelecotoma
,
Trigonodera
, and others with such characteriatiCB,
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II Evaniocerinae
Vertex little elevated above anterior margin of pronotum. Male antennae
monoflabellate
,
rami longer than head, compact, third segment with a process, which
may he reduced. Female antennae deeply serrate, third segment with reduced process.
Male genitalia of slender form, in which the median lobe is closely surrounded by
tegmen and lateral lobes reduced to small pointed projections. Toposcopus,
Bvaniooera, and probably also Glinops
,
Ancholaemus and other genera with the same
characters.
II Bhiplphorinae
Vertex distinctly elevated above anterior margin of pronotum. Male antennae
bi-flabellate ; female antennae monopectinate. Elytra reduced in size, Median lobe
elongate. Ovipositor heavily chitinized, pointed and smooth. This subfamily
includes Rhipiphorua, netoecas
, and lacrosiagon .
IV Bhipidllnae
Male antennae monoflabellate, rami long and close together. Female wingless.
This subfamily would include Bhipidlus, Rbysoslylops and other genera which have the
same characteristics.
CLASSIFICATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OP THE FAMILY
The family Bhipiphoridae aocording to the classification of Leoonte and Horn
belongs to the series Heteromera, which is differentiated from other Coleoptera by
the fact that the hind tarsi have only four segments. In this series, it belongs to
the group of families which are known to have the front coxal cavity open behind. Of
these the families Kelandryidae, Pythidae and Oederaeridae, have the head not strongly
constricted behind the eyes, while the Mordellidae, Anthicidae, PyroehfcDltfae
leloidae and Bhipiphoridae, have it strongly constricted behind the eyes. The
Jordellidae and Rhipiphoridae have the pronotum as wide at base as the elytra, while
17
the remaining three families have the base of the pronotum narrower than the elytra.
To differentiate them from the Mordellldae, the Hhipiphoridae hare the sides ef
thorax rounded, at least at the anterior part, the antennae flabellate, pectinate, or
deeply serrate, (with exoeption of the females of Bhipidlus), and the last segment of
maxillary palpi not hatchet-like. The Hhipiphoridae seem to be more closely related
to the Maloidae than to the Itordellidae, since they both are hypermetamorphic in
their development, and members of both groups are parasitic in their immature stages
upon other insects.
Adding a few features to the above we may summarise the character! sties of
the Hhipiphoridae as follows* Head as a rule vertical, constricted at base, neck
inserted in prothorax; antennae, with some exceptions, inserted between the eyes or
above them, and usually flabellate, pectinate or deeply serrate. Pronotum at base
as wide as elytra, and without a sharp lateral carina; no distinot suture, with some
exceptions, separating the pronotum from the pseudo-pleuron; anterior coxa prominent
and conical, coxal cavities open behind. Elytra in some cases cover the entire
abdomen, while in the more specialised forms they are reduced. Claws pectinate or
bifid, never simple. Development hypermetamorphic*
Key to the Genera of Hhipiphoridae
of North and Central America
1. Elytra long, covering the entire abdomen and the folded wings, Antennae
inserted below middle of eyes
.2
r.lytra short, dehiscent; wings partly or entirely exposed. Antennae
inserted near middle of eyes or above them 4
2. Eyes divided, the two divisions of each eye connected by a strip of
non-faceted corneous membrane Toposcopus
Eyes entire or emarginate 3
Small insects, not over 6 mm.; eyes small; claws not pectinate but
provided with two minute denticles
. Pelecot
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Large inseota, over 6 mm.; eyes large; olawa pectinate Trigonodera
4. Elytra reduced to acale-like convex plate a, not extending beyond
second abdominal segment
* claws pectinate Hhipiphorus
Elytra longer, dehiscent; posterior lobe of pronotum covering scu-
tellum, tarsal claws bifid Macrogjagon
Peleootoma Fischer von Waldhelm
Fischer von Waldheim 1809, p.293, 1823, p.170, Gerstaoker 1855, p.8; Lacordaire
1859, pp.619, 622.
Small insects, not over 5.5 mm. Elongate and subparallel, punctured ani covered
with silky hair. Head bent down, vertex broadly rounded, not elevated above anterior
margin of pronotum. Eyes comparatively small, emarginate, antennae 11-segmented,
situated below eyes, pectinate in the male, deeply serrate in the female. First three
segmenta in both sexes without any processes. Pronotum strongly tapering toward the
front, slightly emarginate on both sides to produoe a rounded broad lobe, but short
and not sufficient to cover soutellum. Hind angles not very prominent, lateral
carina distinct at base, lateral suture present, separating the pseudopleuron from
disc. Elytra long and narrow, and cover entire abdomen. Abdomen depressed, legs
short, claws very small, not pectinate, but armed with two minute denticles.
Genotype
- P. fennica (Paykull). Paykull described fenuica as Hhipiphorus in
1799. in 1809 Fischer von Waldheim described the genuB Peleootoma with the apeciea
moaquensis belonging to it, but the latter has been placed in the synonymy of
formica
.
Two species have been recorded belonging to this genus, P. fennica Paykull in
Europe, and P. flavlpes in North America.
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Peleootoma flavipea Melaheimer
Ifelsheimer, 1646, p. 318; Cterstacker 1855, p.9.
Black or brown, mouthparts and logs yellowish; elongate, sides subparallel
.
Head broadly rounded, sparsely punctate and pubescent. Eyes emarglnate near middle,
frons broad, olypeus truncate. Antennae 11-segmented, the first three segments without
process and pale, the others bear processes and are fuscuous, fourth segment bears a
process usually Sorter than the following| processes of female antennae short, compact
and acute at tip, those of male long and rounded.
Pronotum strongly tapering toward front, conical, pubescent, base indented on
each side to oroduce a broad posterior lobe. Elytra long, narrow, covered with silky
pubescence, abdomen depressed.
Length. - 4-5 mm.
Type..-
Type locality. - Carolina.
Distribution. - Kelsheimer described the species from specimens taken in
Carolina; the specimens examined seems to be distributed along the Atlantic Coast
and more in the northern states than in the southern.
Maine. Monmouth, July, Frost Collection.
New Hampshire. Contoocook, July, Schaeffer Collection, Frost Collection
(E. and G. Wheller).
Massachusetts. Tyngsboro, H. C. Z. (Blanchard), Schaeffer Collection;
Petersham, July, Frost Collection.
Haas." Lang Collection, A. M. N. H.
New York. Casey Collection, 0. s. N. M.
New Jersey. Schaeffer Collection.
North Carolina. Black Mountains, Leng Collection, A. If. ». H.
There is one male specimen of p. fennica in Mr. Leng's collection and the
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characteristics by which this may toe distinguished from p. flavipea are as follows
«
The legs of P. fennioa are of the same color as the elytra, and the pronotum is of a
darker shade while the legs of P. flavipes, as mentioned, are yellow and the pronotum
is of the same shade as the elytra. The specimen of fennica is larger than any of the
flavipes examined.
We know nothing of the toiology of P. flavipes. As for the ecological surround-
ings, we know that it is taken toy sweeping in July. Since it is so similar to the
European fennica, which is also taken in July is also found under similar climatic
conditions, we may infer that it's life history and toiology may also toe similar to
fennica.
In regard to the toiology of the latter, Sohuman (1899) records that he collected
the P. fennica during the end of June and the beginning of July in holes of Ptilinus
pectinicorals L. and of Trypoxylon clavlcornus Lep.. and it is probably parasitic on the
latter. The genus Trypoxylon is found in America, and no doubt our species may be
parasitic on the same.
Trigonodera Dejean
Trlgonodera Dejean, 1837, p.239; Gerstacker I860, p.2; lacordaire, 1859, p.619.
Pelecotoides Castelnau, 1840, p. 263.
Pelecotomoides Champion. 1889-1893 (1891), p.350; Schaeffer, 1904, p.231.
Caspyrla Bairmaire, 1901, p.194, 248.
Larger species} elongate; head comparatively small, vertex not elevated above
anterior margin of pronotum. Syes large and in some species subcontiguous ; antennae
with eleven segments, usually situated below middle of eyes, pectinate in the male,
and deeply serrate in the female. Mandibles are not large, lacinia of maxillae broad
and short. Pronotum very broad at base, and strongly tapering anteriorly, lateral
margins curved, lateral carina distinct at base only, lateral suture obsolete} hind
angles acute but not prominent, uiytra elongate, covering the entire abdomen. Tarsal
claws serrate.
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Genotype - f , leaohll Latreille.
A diversity of opinion has existed as to the proper generic name of thia group
of inseots. In 1837, Dejean published the catalogue of his insect collection, in
which he placed P. leachil Latreille, together with a group of undescribed species
from Brazil, in the genua Trigonodera. Castelnau in 1840 described the same genus as
Pelecotoides with the species maoulata. gigantea. atrigata. etc.
Gerstacker used the generic name Trigonodera and was followed by Lacordaire,
while Gemainger and Harold replaced it by Pelecotomoidea the amended name of Gastelnau.
This name has been somewhat generally used by later authors but leng changed it to the
original spelling. Because of its priority, and because of the validity of one of the
species included in the genus Trigonodera Dejean, that name should stand, and is
therefore used in this paper.
Csiki lists about 40 species, most of them taken South of the Equator, both in
the Eastern and Western Hemispheres; a few species have been taken in Central America
but only one north of Mexico. The following is a key to the speoies of North and
Central America.
1) This is slightly modified from Champion's key.
1. Eyes very large, coarsely granulated, subcontiguous, antennae with four
basal joints simple
.....
Eyes smaller, more finely granulate, and distant from each other in
front
2. Frons with a glabrous area between base of antennae; rami in the male
shorter than the first four segments; in the female shorter than
the third and fourth segments taken together
Prons thickly pubescent, rami of male antennae as long, or longer
than the first four segments taken together; in the female as
long or longer than the third and fourth segment taken
together
, nubila
3. Antennae with the three basal Joints simple
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Antennae with the fire basal joints simple bivittata
Antennae with the four basal joints simple, the fifth acutely oro-
duoed within 7.Vl nebulosa
Trigonodera nubila (Gerstacker)
Trigonodera nubila - Gerstacker, 1855, p.4.
Peleootomoides nubllus Champion, 1889-93 (1891), p,351, t.16, f.1-2.
Elongate, brown covered with silky pubescence varying from golden-yellow to
brown, sometimes variegated.
Head inserted in thorax to the eyes, vertex round, finely punctate and
pubescent. Eyes coarsely granulated, very large, subcontiguous, especially in
the males, being separated by a very narrow strip of chitin. Prons punctate and
pubescent. Clypeus and labium quadrangular, their anterior margins sometimes
yellow and smooth. Mandibles curved, black and smooth at tip, pubescent on the
sides near base. Antennae pectinate with the first four segments simple j the
first segment longest and thickest, third segment longer than the second or fourth,
which are subequal. In the male the processes are broad at tip and longer than
the first four segments taken together} in the females the processes are acute
and slightly longer than the third and fourth segment taken together.
Pronotum at base wide, lateral sides curved, anterior margin very narrow.
Posterior lobe broad truncate, and two slight depressions on each side at base.
Hind angles slightly produced. Elytra long and narrowly rounded at tip.
Length. - 6.5 - 12 mm.
Type. -
Type locality. - Peru.
Distribution.
- Gerstacker described the species from Peru, and Champion
records it from Mexico, Nicaragua and Panama.
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The specimens studied were the following!
12 males Kexico, Venodio Sin (Kuche) U. S. Nat. Hftseum.
2 females I'exico, Jicaltepeo, Vera Crus, lJarch, p. c. Bowditch coll.
Trigonodera sohaefferi new name
Beleootomoides nubilus Sohaeffer 1904 (non Gerstacker 1855).
Elongate, subparallel, brown, covered with golden yellowish pubescence. Head
small, eyes very large, subcontiguous, occupying entire head, leaving a small, rounded
vertex and a very small front. Glypeus truncate at apex, punctured and hairy, with
a small, elongate, smooth area between the antennal sockets; labrum truncate and hairy;
mandibles very curved. First four segments of antennae without prooess, first and third
segments longer than second and fourth. Hale antennae pectinate, first ramus shorter
than the first four segments taken together, also shorter than other rami; female
antennae deeply serrate, first process shorter than third and fourth segments taken
together. Pronotum conical, broad at base as long, 3ides much curved, and anterior
margin narrow, posterior lobs broadly rounded, and very slightly truncate. Soutellum
longer than broad, quadrangular. Elytra long, slightly tapering toward apex, rounded
at tip. Second segment of hind tarsus slightly longer than third.
Length. - 5.5 - 9.5 mm.
Holotype. - Male, Sohaeffer Collection.
Allotype. - Schaeffer Collection.
Paratypes.- U. S. Nat. Ms.; Leng Collection; Frost Collection.
Type locality. - Esperonaa Ranch, Brownsville, lexas.
This species has been collected in Esperanaa Ranch, Brownsville, Texas, June-
July by Mr. Charles Sohaeffer and May-June by Mr. H. S. Barber. Specimens with the
same locality label are also in the Leng and Frost Collections. 1ST. Schaeffer, 1904,
taking it as nubilus, writes the following
i
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"A small number of this interesting Hhipiphorid were beaten from different trees
at Esperansa Hanch, most of them in July. Specimens are recorded from Panama as having
'ill-defined transferee or oblong patches of a fuscous color' but all my specimens
belong to the unicolorous form. This insect is of a grayish fuscous color, eyes large,
divided in front by a verynarrow line, antennae with the first four joints simple, the
remaining flabellate in the male, strongly serrate in the female, ifr specimens are
from 5.5 - 9.5 mm."
Mr. Schaeffer did not compare his specimens with the true T. nublla Gerstacker.
Upon comparison with some males of the latter in the national Uaawm and two females
in the Kkseum of Comparative Zoology, I find this species to be quite different. The
two may be separated by the following j T. schaefferl has a smooth glabrous area in
front between the antennae while «p. nubila Gerstacker has the entire clypeo-frons
thickly pubescent. In the male of T. schaeffari tho ramus of the fifth segment is
shorter than the first four segments comhL ned, while the T. nublla has it equal or
longer than the four asegments. In the female of T. schaefferl the process of the fifth
segment is snorter than the third and fourth segments combined, while T. nubila has It
equal or longer. In one female the eyes are not so close to each other as with other
feaales. This characteristic varies apparently in the individuals. T. schaefferi
is the only species of this genus in the United States, since no olfcer specimens of
—•
nUDila ware found north of Uexlco.
Trigonodera nebulosa (Champion)
Pelecotoinoides nebulosa Champion 1889-93 (1891) p.351, 352, t. 16, f.4.
"Length.- 7 1/2 - 11 raillim.
"
Type.- British Maseum
Type locality. -
Champion records the species from Taboga, Panama, and Columbia.
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Trigonodera llneata (Champion)
Peleeotomoldes llneata Champion 1889-93 (1891) p.351, 6.16, f.3
"Length 7 3/4 - 10 milllm."
Type. - British HUseum.
Type locality. - Jalapa, Mexico.
According to Champion, P. llneata differs from all other species described by
Gerstacker in having the three basal Joints only, simple.
Trigonodera blvattata (Champion)
Pelecotomoides bivittata Champion 1889-93 (1891) p.351, 352 j (Cfaevr. in litt.)
"Length.- 8 1/2 millim."
Type. - British Museum.
Type locality. - Cordova, Mexico.
Champion comparing this species with T. llneata, makes the following comment:
"Closely resembling the same sex of P. llneata, but differing from it by the
small non-serrate fourth and fifth joints of the antennae. This specimen has the
seventh antennal joint on one side abnormally formed, it bein ; diserrate."
Toposcopus Leconte.
Leconte - 1868, p.54.
Head round, spareely pubescent, vertex rounded, very little elevated above
anterior margin of pronotum. ^yes completely divided, the two divisions connected
by corneous membrane destitute of facets. Antennae eleven-segmented, inserted near
side of lower division of eye. Third segment about half the length of first, bear-
ing a process shorter than those of the following segments; those of the male
flabellate, v/ith long rami of female pectinate with process rounded at tip. Pronotum
strongly tapering anteriorly so that its anterior width is about one-third the
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posterior. Hind angles acute und prolonged, lateral carina prominent max hind angles
only Posterior lobe truncate, acutellum exposed, rectangular, Elytra sli^itly taper-
ing posteriorly Claws bifid at tip and with three additional small denticles along
the edge, basally.
Genotype - T. wrighti
.
Leconte has pointed out both the differences and similarities between this genua
and Svaniocera
.
Ae need no better comments than his, and it will be best to quote themi
"......the eyes are divided into two portions connected by a slender line of smooth
corneous material, which is destitute of lenses, while in Evaniocera they are only
deeply emarginate. The third joint of the antennae of the male is longer, with a bagal
process about four-fifths as long as the processes of the following joints, while in
Sraniocera the third joint is short, prolonged externally into a process one-fifth as
long aa those of the following joints. The side margin of the prothorax is more
developed, extending from the hind angles nearly to the apex. The claws are not finely
pectinate as in Evaniocera but bifid at the tip, and armed with three sli^it teeth,
somewhat as in Ancholaemus Gerst......"
The genus Evaniocera is widely distributed in the Eastern Hemisphere, and its
representatives hare been taken in Europe and Northern Africa as well as in Siberia
and Australia, while the one species of Toposcopus has been found so far only in the
Southern part of the United States.
Toposcopus wrighti Leconte
J. Leconte - 1868, p.54; Schaeffer - 1904, p.232.
Elongate, brownish-black and black; elytra ferrugineous or brown, covered with
grey-golden pubescence. Head opaque, frons with slight impression near antennae,
clypeus closely punctured, broadly truncate; mandibles much curved. Antennae of male
flabellate, first segment large, black with tips red, second segment small, third
larger, subcylindrical bearing the process at ite proximal end, four-fifths the length
of the following rami, other segments compact with rami close together, pemale
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antenna pectinate and processes round at tip. Pronotum punctured and pubescent in the
male, sparsely so in the female. Soutellum quadrangular, of the same color as pronotum,
elytra long, punctured, covering entire abdomen; thorax beneath densely pubescent, class
bifid with three denticles.
Size. - 6 - 10 mm.
Type. - Leconte Collection
Alloplesiotype, - Lsconte Collection.
Type locality. - New JSexico, Tecalote Creek, south of las Vegas.
Distribution.
- Leconte described this species from 10 males collected dvring the
survey under General W. w. Wright in New Mexico. Pour of the ten males are in the Leconte
collection; other males bearing the label "N.M." are in the following collections:
"chaeffer, ')
1) Mr. Schaeffer informs me that the specimen in his collection was given to him by
Henshaw, and is no doubt one of the 10 mentioned by Leconte. Probably some specimens
bearing the same label in other collections are of the same origin.
Horn, Hubbard and Schwartz (C.V.Riley) and Casey, one male in the Charles Palm Collection,
from Arizona, and one female from Texas*
The female of this species was not known to Leconte at the time he described it.
One female was added to his collection later on, and is now with the type, This is the
only female I have seen of this species, and agrees with the type in all respects except
that the thorax is less punctured and pubescent and elytra are darker in color. This
female, which was collected in Texas, should be considered as the allotype
.
The type specimen and some other males have the posterior part of the prothorax
beneath, red, while others have it dark. One male in the Casey Collection is of darker
shade and considerably larger than the others.
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Hhlpidius Thunberg
Thunberg, 1806, p.5; Gerstacker, 1855, p,14.
As far as the writer knows, no species of Hhlpidius have been found on the con-
tinent of North America. In the collection of the U. S. National Museum there is one
female collected on a steamer in the Panama Canal. This female was identified by Dr.
Schwarz as a Rhipldius, and on the basis of this record Leng listed it in his catalogue
among the Coleoptera of North America. The writer has not made a study of this genua
because of lack of material, and does not wish to state with certainty what species this
is. However, a description of this female and some drawings made from it will be of
great value in this place, since it is the oxtfy record of this genus in this part of the
v/orld, regardless of the fact that it may have been brought by its host, perhaps a
roach, from another localily.
The general characteristics of a male Rhipldius are as follows
»
Labial palpi two-segmented, first very sraall, second large oblong-oval j head
globose, flat on vertex, front lineate. Eyes granulate, occupy the entire anterior
part of head, narrowly separated on front. Antennae inserted between them. Eleven
segments, first cuni form,two to three short, others lamella very long and slender,
Prothorax very transferee, longer than wide, attenuate, slightly biseminated at base,
no suture. Soutellum large, transverse. Elytra dehiscent. Legs simple. Claws
simple, abdomen oblong, obtuse at end.
The female just mentioned is a small creature about 3 mm. long, brownish- black,
opaque and rough. Head short and broad, frons concave with distinct elevations near
the insertion of antennae. Eyes small, granulate, facets distinct, four facets more
outstanding than the others. Antennae filiform, 11-segmented. Prothoracic segments
distinct and subequal, the third one being a little smaller. Every one bears a pair
of legs not very strong. Elytra and wings obsolete, abdomen 9-segmented with an
ovipositor.
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MftcroaiHffim Ilent z
acrosiagon Hentz 1830, p.462.
ghlpiphoraa Fabricius 1792, p,109i Gerstaoker 1855, p.19, Horn 1874-76 (1875) p.m.
Ttaenadla Castelnau 1840, p.261; Lacordaire 1859; p.627; Champion 1889-93 (1891)p.353.
Porm subtly compressed, broadest across metathorax. Vertex mob elevated
above anterior margin of pronotaunj clypeuo usually more sculptured than vertex, j^res
small, oval, prominent. Antennae, which are situated near the middle of the inner
margin of eyes, pectinate or deeply serrate in the females, and bi-flabellate in the
males, every segment bearing two rami. In both sexes the first tmd second segment
without any process. Mandibles curved, acute, glabrous, base sometimes pubescent.
Maxillae with lacinia filiform and hairy; labrum elongate, round at tip. Pronotum
tapering toward front, longer than, or as long as wide at base: base with distinct
lobe, which covers the scuteHum. No distinct suture or lateral carina between disc
and pseudopleuron; the latter narrow and small. Coxae separated in some species by
a prosternal spine; in other species this spine is small so that the coxae are con-
tiguous. Elytra dehiscent, tapering toward apex, as long as abdomen or longer
. Tip
of wings uncovered. Abdomen compressed, sternites much larger than the hard tergitee,
and curved so that their upper margin extends over pleurites. Front femora indented
at apex; hind femora very much compressed, with inner surface glabrous and smooth.
Claws bifid.
Genotype - M. dimidlatua Pabricius.
Until 1830 the species of this genus were included in Hhipiphorus. Hents separ-
ated them on the basis of the lacinia of maxilla which is elongate, their short abdomen,
and habits. He designated M. di.raldiatura as the genotype*
The length of the last tarsal segment varies with the species and serveg as a
specific characteristic. Some species have a distinct process on pronotum, others have
excavations on the disc while others are smooth. The sexes are easily separated by
the structure of the antennae, some species have other distinct secondary sexual
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characteristics such as colors and markings. The genus may he separated into two
groups, the group of dimldlatua. with sides of thorax strongly convex and bulging beyond
aides of pronotum, and with front coxa contiguous, and the group of limhatam with siles
of thorax flat anl not bulging heyond lateral sides of pronotum, and prosternal spine
separating front coxae. In the latter group, the species are usually more shining and
leas sculptured and the elytra are less dehiscent.
This genus is widely distributed. Species of l&crosiagon are found almost in
every continent, but as a rule are limited to warm or temperate zones. Of the 112
species listed by P. A. Schilder, 60 are from America. In other words, more than half of
all the species recorded in this genus are American. The following is a key to the
species of North and Central America.
1 - Mssepisternum convex, bulging beyond lateral margin of pronotum, anterior
coxa contiguous, {in some cases only at tip) .............2
Mesepisternum more or less flat, not bulging beyond lateral margin of
pronotum} anterior coxae separated by a prosternal spine ...... .11
2 - Posterior lobe of pronotum with distinct process, vertex much elevated,
with its front surface concavef second segment of hind tarsus not
flat above and subequal to third
.......... ,3
Posterior lobe of pronotum little convex, or with small cup-like
concavity at tip, but never with distinct process; vertex without
distinct concavity ................. ...4
3 - Head and thorax brown, tibial spines truncate; wings yellowish-hyaline;
antennal processes of female bifurcate
. fernaldum
Head and thorax black, tibial spines acute, wings brown; antennal
processes of female acute or truncate.
, flavipenne
4 - Pronotum with distinct excavations on the disc on both sides ..... 5
Pronotum may be slightly depressed near base, but without distinct
excavations on the disc .............. • • 7
5 - Excavations on sides of pronotum very deep, abrupt and triangular
. . . bifoveatum
——
-
Excavations on sides of pronotum longitudinal, less abrupt and
shallow ».....•........,..., 6
6 - Species somewhat robust, elytra shorter, sparsely punctured, strongly
dehiscent ..........
. carinipennis
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Delicate species, elytra long, moderately dehiscent and sharply
pointed .......... .
......... excavata
7 - Second segment of hind tarsus longer than third cruentum
Second segment of hind tarsus equal to or shorter than third ... 8
8 - Second segment of hind tarsus sutoequal to third, slightly thicker
and flat above; vertex much elevated; front surface convex,
body entirely black, elytra yellow with tips black or brown
. . dimldlatum
Second segment of hind tarsus shorter and thicker than third ... 9
9 - Vertex rounded, front surface convex, occiput without distinct
suture (Pt. Ill, fig. 17) pectinatum
Vertex truncate, front surface flat or slightly concave, occiput
with distinct suture
• 10
1Q - Distal end of first and second segments of hind tarsus produced
(Pt. Ill, tig. 18); pronotum red, elytra yellow 8ayl
Distal end of segments of hind tarsus not produced, pronotum and
elytra of the same color (Pt. Ill, fig. 16) octomaculatum
11 - Elytra short, not extending beyond end of abdomen discicollis
Elytra long; extending much beyond end of abdomen
.
12 - Second segment of hind tarsus longer than half the length of the
third, not flat above; male antennae longer than the pronotum
. lineare
Second segment of hind tarsus about half the length of the third,
flat and shining above; male antennae shorter than the prono-
• • • • limbatum
Macroslagon flavipenne (Leoonte)
flhipiphorua flavipennis J. Leconte 1866, p,153; Horn 1874-76 (1875) p.121.
Smenadia flayjpennis Champion 1889-93 (1891) p.354, 6.16, f.5, 5 a; Cockerell,
1907, p.211.
"acroslagon flavipenne Barber 1915, p. 187.
Hhlplphorus abdominalls J. Leconte 1866, p.154.
Bobust species, opaque black. Antennae yellowish brown in male, brown in female;
the first two segments pale. Abdomen black in x»le, red in female with the last ab-
dominal segments and posterior margin of the other tergites black or brown. Elytra
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entirely yellow in the male; yellow in the female, with a narrow strip at base and
apioal half black; the line of demarcation between the yellow and black surfaces
usually semicircular, tfings yellowish brown.
Head elongate, vertex much elevated, the upper carina rounded, sometimes trun-
cate or slightly emarginate; front surface concave and coarsely punctured, clypeus
narrow and acutely rounded; mandibles long and very little curved, labrum elongate
and pubescent. Antennae flabellate in the male, pectinate or deeply serrate in the
female. Pronotua coarsely punctured, with two alight impressions on disc near front,
posterior lobe with distinct broad process projecting posteriorly, apex of process
truncate or feebly emarginate. Elytra punctured, slightly impressed, strongly de-
hiscent and acute. Second segment of hind tarsus not flat above, as long as third.
Length. - 7-11
Holotype. - male, Leconte Collection.
Allotype. - Leconte Collection.
Type locality.- New York
1) In the Leconte Collection the specimen at the extreme left, which is considered
the type, has no locality label. This specimen is no doubt from New York, since the
other males bear the label "Mo."
Distribution. - Leconte described the species from three males taken in
Missouri and New York. In Leconte 's collection there are some females which he
apparently acquired later, and one of these, the one placed nearest to the Holotype,
may be considered as the allotype. Horn records the species from Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Georgia and California; fell and Cockerell record it from New Mexico, while
Champion records it from Villa Lsrdo in Durango, Liexico. The specimens examined were
from the following localities:
Baseachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, Michigan, Florida, North Carolina.
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Georgia, Louisiana, Alabama, Texas, California and Kansas.
This species is widely distributed and accordingly varies much in form, size,
etc. This fact led Leconte to describe M. abdomlnale. which, according to the original
description (I have not seen any specimen in the Leconte Collection bearing the label
(abdomlnale ") is coaspecific with flavipenne
.
Biology - Two honts are recorded for this species, as follows:
Prosopls glandulosa. Rincon, New Mexico ( Cockerell ), recorded by Sail and
Cockerell, 1907, p.211.
Bembex spinolae. Brookland, District of Columbia, June 26, 1914 (j. b. Parker),
recorded by H. S. Barber, 1915, p,187.
llacrosiagon fgrrml fom n. sp.
Robust. Head dark brownish or black; lacinia yellow; antennae of male orange
yellow, of female brown; pronotum brown or dark brown with margins often red. llytra
yellow with narrow strip near base brown; the tips of elytra in the female with
brownish tinge, Wings yellow-hyaline; abdomen in both sexes red; in the males some-
times dark red or bronw.
Head elongate, vertex elevated into a rounded carina, with the front surface
concave and roughly punctured. Clypeus narrowly rounded, punctate with its margins
often red, labrum elongate, tapering anteriorly, pubescent. Lacinia of maxillae
filiform; mandibles but little curved, smooth with pubescent areas on sides near
base. Antennae of male with rami comparatively short, process of female antennae bi-
forcate
.
Pronotum tapering anteriorly; disc sparsely, sides more closely punctate, two
slight depressions on disc near anterior margin. Posterior lobe acute, with a distinct
elevated process, and two depressions on each side. Elytra dehiscent, acute at tip,
finely punctured; a narrow strip near base brown, tips of female elytra with brownish
tinge. Tibial spines truncate, smooth at tip. Second segment of hind tarsus equal
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to third and not flat >md smooth above.
Length. - male, U. S. National Museum.
Allotype. - female, U. S. National Museum.
Paratypes. - Notman Collection, Frost Collection and Horn Collection.
Type locality. - Lindsay, California.
Distribution. - The above description was made from several specimens from
Lindsay, California, in the U. 3. National Museum; from one female and two males collect-
ed in Palo Spring, California - Frost Collection; from three females bearing the label
"Cal." In Notman Collection, and from one male in the Horn Collection. Together with
additional records the distribution is thus:
California - Lindsay, July {W.A.Davidson) (J.E.M.Gautt)
; Aug. (J.C.Faure) U. S. Na-
tional Uaseum.
Palm Spring (Dr. Fenges) Mason Collection, Frost Collection.
Jewetta, Sept. (Hehn and Hebard) Mason Collection.
"Cal." Horn Collection, Notman, Collection.
The specimens in Mr. Frost's collection bear the label "flavlpenne Lee." Those
in Mr. Notman's collection are also confused with those of flavlpenne. Dr. Horn, in
his monograph on the genus, mentions a variety of flavlpenne from California in which
the abdomen of the male is red. Dr. Horn referred, no doubt, to the male of this
species. M. femaldnra is very closely allied to M. flavlpenne, and the male especially
is very similar to the male of M. flavlpenne . The difference between them, however, is
quite distinct, and the following are the most outstanding features by which the two
may be separated.
The female of M. fernaldum has the processes of the antennae bifurcate, the
elytra yellow with a brownish tinge at apex, the wings hyaline, while in flavlpenne
the antennal processes are acute or truncate, elytra yellow with posterior half black
and the wings are brown. The male of K. fernaldum has the abdomen red or brown red,
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wings hyaline, while M. flavlpenne haa a black abdomm and wings amok/ at leaat near
costal margin.
Specimens of this 3peciea hare been taken on Aecleplaa
.
I call this species fernaldum in honor of Dr. H. T. Fernald, my first teacher in
Entomology and much respected friend and guide.
Macrosiagon bi foveaturn (Horn)
ahiplphorus bifoveatus Horn 1874-76 (1875) pp.121-123.
Emenadia bifoveata Champion 1889-93 (1891) p.354, t. 16.
Robust. Color black or dark brown. Antennae of male orange yellow with the tips
of rami slightly fusouous, antennae of female dark brown; elytra of male brownish,
gradually becoming darker at base, often a small arcuate space at base of elytra yello*-
iah; posterior margins of hind coxae and metaepimeron pale. Wings of male yellowish
those of female brown.
Head broad, vertex rounded sparsely but distinctly imnotate, frons and clypeus
raore densely punctate, the margin of the latter broadly rounded. Mandibles reddish
at base, smooth, with a pubescent area on side of mandibles near base. Labrum pubescent.
Rami of antennae moderately long; in the female the processes increase in length toward
the apex. Pronotum heavily punctured, disc elevated with two triangular excavations
on each side near base, posterior lobe triangular its posterior angles not prominent,
ilytra acute, strongly dehiscent, punctured, with smooth curved groove along sutural
margin. Under aide of body sparsely punctured, second segment of hind tarsus slightly
shorter than third, flat and glabrous above.
Length, - 8-14 ran.
Type. - male, Horn Collection.
Allople3iotype. - Horn Collection.
Homotype^male. Iftiseum of Comparative zoology.
Type locality. - Illinois
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1) This species is more common in Central America and Mexico. The locality of the type
is the only record north of Texas, and it is rather strange to note that no specimens
hare been taken in any place between Illinois and Texas.
Horn describes the specie, from a male taken in Illinois. Champion records the
species from Mexico and Nicaragua. Specimens examined were from,
Illinois, Type
- H0rn Collection, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.
Guatemala
-
Horn Collection (Sail/), Bowditch Collection; Edwards Collection,
(P.Spragus) u. S. National LSiaeum.
Mexico
- Cxaco (Hoege), Miseum of Comparative Zoology.
Texas
- (G. D. Smith), Museum of Comparative zoology.
The Holotype and one male from Guatemala have the thorax black, while the other
males of Guatemala have it brown or dark brown. One of the males ha. a transverse im-
pression on the disc of >ronotum in front of the two excavations.
The species is quite distinguishable by its excavation of pronotumj it differs
from M. excavati on! M. carlnipenafo in having the same more abrupt.
Tiaorosiagon excavatum (Champion)
Emenadia excavata Champion 1889-93 (1891) p.354, tab. XVI, figs. 7 and 8.
Color ferruginous or black. Head red or black, antennae of male testaceous or
reddish with the rami blackish, in the female black with the two basal joints reddish
teataceous. Pronotum ferruginous. ilytra yellowish, with base, margin, and longitud-
inal line estending from apex to a short distance Behind base, dark fu.cus or deep red.
Ihorax beneath and abdomen black or ferruginous. Posterior margin of metepimeron and
hind coxa yellowish.
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Vertex rounded convex, very finely and sparsely punctate, clypous mrtomlf trun_
cate or slightly notched at apex. The process in the female antennae increases in si*
toward apex. Pronotum gradually narrowing toward front, finely punctured, disc slightly
raised and with two longitudinal excavation, on each side near base. Posterior lobe
acute, not much elevated, hind angles acute but not projecting backward. Elytra long,
sharply pointed. Decerning gradually dehiscent a little behind the base, with a longi-
tudinal channel from base to apex and a more or less elevated ridge near the channel.
The channel is more excavated about a fifth the distance from apex. Thorax beneath
sparsely punctate and shining. Second segment of hind tarsus shorter than third and
broad and flat above.
length. - 4.5 - 9 mm.
Type. - British Museum.
Allotype. - British Museum.
Paratypea.
- Muaeum of Comparative Zoology, U. S. National Museum. American
Miseum of natural History.
Type locality. - Mexico.
Champion described this species from 41 specimens, all taken in r«xico.
Pour of the specimens I have examined were sent from the British Museum to the
various institutions in this country. They all bear the label, Qxaca Mexico (Hoege)
1) The specimen from the Museum of Compilative Zoology bears the label
"(Jottf-pe ".
All the specimens mentioned I understand are cotypes.
and are distributed as follows:
2 females in Museum of Comparative Zoology, 1 female in the American Museum of
Natural History, 1 female in the U. 3. National Museum. Two other females in the
Bowditch Collection bear the label "Mox."
Champion makes the following remark on this species and its difference from
£• bifoveatum Horn»
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"Chough very variable as regards the colour of the head, thorax, under surface,
and legs, E. excavata is unusually constant in the colour and rankings of the elytra,
these latter only varying in the predominance of the yellow or of the black, the
markings being always distinct. E. excavata is nearest allied to I* bifoveata Uiorn),
from which it differs, apart from the colour and markings of the elytra, by the
shallower, longer, and much less abrupt depression on either side of the disc of the
thorax behind; also by its narrower general shape, and less dehiscent and lees
acuminate elytra."
Macros1agon carinipenne (Champion)
Bmenadia carlnipennis Champion, 1889-93 (1891), p.355.
"Length 8 1/2 niillim. (6)"
Monotype. - British MUseum.
SJype locality. - rantipec in Horelos ( Hoge) .
Described from single specimen. According to Champion the species differs from
excavata as follows t
'Broader and less elongate; the elytra much more sparsely punctured, more de-
hiscent posteriorly, less sharply pointed at the tip, and with a well-defined sub-
lateral carina, the base only black; the longitudinal groove on either side of the
disc of the thorax behind shallower, the intermediate space much less convex; the
vertex a little flattened in front; the antennae, the extreme tips of the rami ex-
cepted, brownish-yellow; the legs reddish-testaceous, with the femora piceous."
idacrosiagon dimidiatum (Fabricius)
foiplphorus dimidlatus Pabriclus 1871, p.332, 1787 p.218, 1792 p.112, leOl p.120;
Olivier 1795, 65 p.8 t.l f.8 a-b, 1825 p.291; Gerstacker
1855 p.21; Horn 1874-76 (1875) p.121, 122.
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Black, elytra yellow with a narrow strip along the base; and the tips, black or
brown. Head elongate, vertex elevated, rounded above, its front surface convex or flat,
sparsely punctate^ clyneus broad, obtusely angulate, rounded at apex and sometimes
slightly emarginate on sides of angle. Labrum elongate, with its apex rounded, hairy;
lacinia of maxillae longer than palpi, and filiform. Mandibles slightly curved, acute,
smooth with punctured area on sides near base. Hale antennae yellow luteous. Female
antennae pectinate, processes acute, first »nd second segments reddish, otherwise
brownish-black. Prcnotum punctured, posterior lobe sli^itly convex with a cup-shaped
depression near apex or with the same truncate. • ;lytra flat, punctured, rapidly
narrowing toward the apex, tips very acute; in the male a small area at tip is black,
while in the female, about the entire posterior half is black, and the line of division
between the black and the yellow is oblique. Second segment of hind tarsus subequal
to third, and both are flat above. Abdomen and thorax opaque and finely punctured in
both sexes.
Length. - 5 - 11
Type. -
Type locality. - "North America.
"
Distribution. - The species was described by Fabricius from North America
(Mas. D. Teats). Horn records the species from New York, Florida and Missouri. The
specimens which have been examined were from the following localities:
New Hampshire, New York, New Jersey, North Carolina, Virginia, Florida, Missouri,
Texas, "rizona, Arkansas, Kansas and California.
This species is in many collections confused with those of M. flavipenne, M.
pectlnatum, and in one case a small specimen was found with those of K. cruentum.
1) This confusion with M. cruentum in Hra -bang's collection caused an error in the
List of Insects of Hew York, edited by Dr. Leonard. M. cruentum is a Southern species
and of all the specimens examined, I found none from New York, and although Blatchley
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record, it fro. Indiana, i doubt Aether it would be found in New rork. The specimen
with ft. record of Peekskill in «r, Leng's collection, upon action, wa. found to
be a H. dimidiatum
.
It may he separated from pectinatum and omentum by the hind tarsal aegmenta. m
cruentum the second taraal segment is longer than the third, in dimidiatum they are sub-
equal, *hile in pectinatum the second ia shorter than the third. Although Dr. Horn, in
hia deacription of thl. species, atatea that the second segment ia shorter than tj
third, the term "auoequal" will better describe it. I have meaeured the segments and
found the difference is hardly noticeable, ft. thirx aegment, being more slender,
"
appeara longer than the second. In its general appearance H. flavipenne is very much
like M. dimidiatum
;
on closer examination, howrer, the following differences are
clearly noticeable: the abdomen of the female of flavipenne ia red, while it is black
in dimidiatum
;
the elytra of the male flavipenne are entirely yellow, while their tip
ie black in dimidiatum. The vertex of flavipenne ia concave in front and the pronotum
has a distinct process, while the frons of dimidiatum is flat or convex, and there ia
no diatinct process on the oronotum.
liacroaiagon octomaculatma oetomaculatom (Gerstacker)
HhipiphoruB ootomaculatus Gerstacker. 1855, p.22; Horn, 1874-76 (1875) pp.122,123.
Smenadla octomaculata Champion. 1889-93 (1891) p.356, t.16, f.10.
Hhlpiphorus puncticeps Leconte. 1858, p.20.
Hobuet. Head entirely black or red, or partly red and black. Antennae blackish,
pronotum red with two black oblong spots which are often obsolete; elytra with three
3pots, humeral, middle and apical. Thorax beneath, varying from red to black; legs
varying from reddish to black, llnga pale brown. Abdomen always red.
Head short and coarsely sculptured. Vertex very broadly truncate, occiput
densely pubescent, with distinct occipital suture which extends to the tip of vertex.
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Distinct humeri Present above each *ye; frons punctate with a smooth median line, pane-
tation very close near the eyes and sides of clypeus, the latter broadly truncate,
alightly emarginate or bilobed. I^bnm short, originate or bilobed. setiferous. i*n-
dibles curved. smooth, punctured only on side, near base. Antennae situated under smll
tubercles near middle of eyes; in both sexes shorter than head. Processes of female
antennae bifurcate, in the male the rand are comparatively short. Pronotua coarsely
punctured, pubescent, short, broad and very much bent, posterior lobe short, and some-
times truncate, elytra shor* gradually tapering, coarsely punctured. Thorax beneath
T.ry finely and cloeely punctate, covered with dense golden pubescence. Second segment
of hind tarsus slightly shorter than third and rather broad and flat above.
Length. - 5-12
Type.
- "zool. Mas. Berlin u. Greifswald.
"
Type locality. -
Distribution.
- Gerstacker records the species from Illinois and Brazil. Horn
rocords the species from Florida, Georgia, Kansa8 and Texas. Specimens examined were
from the following localities:
North Carolina
- Wilmington, Aug. (G.P.Engelhardt)
, Sch&effer Collection.
Florida - Jacksonville, Long Collection.
Georgia
- Jekyll Island, Sept. (Bromley) American Jfcseum of Natural History.
Texas - Leng Collection.
Arizona
- Huaohuca Mountains, Aug., Notman Collection, Schaeffer Collection,
American tfaseum of Natural History, Charles Palm Collection, Leng
Collection, Phoenix, Leng Collection.
M. punctlceps Leconte, which has been considered by Horn as a variety of octo-
S^latum. i. practically identical with this. The type in Leconte's collection"
" "°
dlrtlnCt 8P°t8
°
n ^ « *i. cWacterietic i 8 not of value sinceW are many intermediate stages between the two extrem* forms, as to other character-
la
istics, Leconte 's type is practically identical with the specimen compared,
of the specimens before me have reddish legs out some hare them dark red, while still
others hare blaok legs; the color of the legs therefore is not of great varietal
value
Macrosiagon octomaculatum maritlmi n. var.
Very robust. Head and thorax like in the preceding. Elytra shorter, with
distinct humeral spot, and the two others confluent with each other. In some speci-
mens the humeral spot is also confluent with the median, while in still other speci-
mens the apical is connected with the middle only by a narrow strip along the suture.
Legs reddish or black. The male is similar to that in the preceding variety except
that the middle spot on elytra is more conspicuous.
. Length. - 6-14 ran.
Type. - female, American Museum of natural History.
Paratype a. - Long Collection, Sohaeffer Collection.
Distribution. - Alabama - Springhill, Aug. Schaeffer Collection; Hov.,
American l&iseum of Natural History; Mobile, June, Frost Collection.
Florida - Gulfport, Leng Collection (Reynold);
Jacksonville, Miseum of Comparative Zoology.
The variation in size in the different specimens of this variety is extreme.
The specimen from Mobile is 6 mm. while others are 14 mm. long and very robust.
As in the preceding variety, the pronotum may be without distinct spots.
This variety is mostly confined to the gulf states and apparently thrives
best along the coast.
Maorosiagon sayi Leconte
Hhiplphorus bicolor Say, 1823, p.£75, (complete writing II, 1859, p.162.) Preocc.
Bhipiphorus sayi Leconte. 1858, p.21; Horn, 1874-76 (1875) p.123.
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Head black in the males, red in females; antennae fuscous, first and second
segment red. Pronotum red in both sexes; elytra of male testaceous, with base and tip
black; sometimes an indistinct spot 1b present in the middle. Female antennae with
three brownish black spots usually confluent with each otter to form a curved line ex-
tending from base to apex. 2horax beneath, black in the male s and dark brown in the
females. Abdomen in the males olack, in the females red. Legs in both sexes dark brown.
Vertex broadly truncate, occiput pubescent, with occipital suture present, this
is sometimes indistinct, front surface sparsely punctate with median smooth line,
clypeus more closely punctate. Pronotum punctured, posterior lobs acute, with a smooth
elevated median line extending frcra its apex anteriorly. This is sometimes obsolete.
Thorax beneath very densely punctured and pubescent. Hind tarsus with second segment
shorter than third. The apices of the tarsi, especially of the second segment, are
produced on both sides into lobe-like projections (see fig./*').
Length. - 7-11
Holotype. -
Plesiotype. - Leconte Collection.
Type locality. - Pennsylvania.
Distribution. - Hew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, District of Columbia,
Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, Louisiana, Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Arizona and
California.
Say described this species as hicolor from Pennsylvania, and leconte renamed it
since that specific name has been used before by Castelnau. Horn considered this
species as a variety of octomaculatum Gerstacker; but for the reasons indicated below,
it should be considered as a distinct species. The sexes are distinctly dimorphic in
in this species and differ in color, while in octoEnculu bum that is not the case. The
legs in this species are concolorous and do not vary in color as is the case in the
v&rietles of octomaculatum. The form of the apex of the tarsal segment differs entirely
from that in octomaculatum and in general structure it is more delicate.
Phis species is comparatively common, and i 3 distributed throughout the
Southern States from coast to coast. It is found from May to August.
Host - Elis sp.
One specimen of M.__sayi Leo. with the cocoon from *ich it ensrged, m, sent to
the U. S. National Museum from the Japanese Beetle Laboratory. Upon inquiry, Mr. loren
B. Smith, Senior Entomologist in Charge of that Laboratory, in a letter dated Fay 9,
1928. writes the following:
" 1 find V referring to our records that the Hhipiphorid beetle
aorosiagon sayi Leo. was reared from a cocoon of Elis which was collected at Contralia,
111., April 20, 1921. Two species were found in that locality, namely, e. obscura Say.
and E. quinquicincta Fabr,
"It ie not known from which one of these species the beetle was reared, although
I presume it was obscura, since there were more of these in the collection. The rearing
was done by Br. T. H. Prison."
liacrosiagon omentum omentum Germar
Rhlplphorus cruentum Germar 1824 p.168; Gerstacker 1855 p.27, Horn 1874-76 (1875)
p. 122-124.
gmenadla cruentum Champion 1889-93 (1891) p.357 t.16 f.12.
gaenadla cruentum var. rufnm Leoonte 1854 p.225; Horn 1874-76 (1875) p.125.
Baenadia cruentum var. horni Horn 1874-76 (1875) p.125.
Head and thorax black, abdomen red or black, elytra red, with base and tip
Mack. Wings brownish. Head oval, black, vertex broadly rounded, its front surface
flat or very slightly concave, sparsely punctured and shining; frons and clypeus more
densely punctured, the latter broadly truncate, or very slightly emarginate. Mandibles
*d at base, black at tip. First and second segments of antennae rufous, etherise .
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fuscous, processes acute at tip. Pronotum broad, slight^ tapering toeard front,
punctured, posterior lobe convex wi* two slight concavities on each side, sides of
elytra straight, sutural margin curved sideward to form rouMed tips. Pleura! region
of thorax punctured; second segment of hind tarsus longer than third and slender.
Length. - 5-8
Hype, - i)
1) According to f, Horn the Germar Collection of Coleoptera is partly in the zool.
Mi». Berlin, and in D. Ent. Inst, (Jiie.) Dahlem.
Type locality. - "North America.
Distribution.
- This species was described by Germar from North American
specimens. Gerstacker records it from Ifcxico. Horn states it is distributed fro.
Georgia to California. Champion records it from Guanajuato. Mexico, specimen, examined
were from the following localities
s
Virginia. North Carolina. Florida. Louisiana. Arkansas. Texas. Ari80na. Utah
and California.
This species is sometime 3 confused with dimidiatum or pectinatum but it is
easily distinguished from these as it is the only species which has the second tarsal
aegment longer than the third. The amount of red and black is variable. One species
from Texas has the elytra entirely red. The abdomen of the male is usually black but
Bometimes red. The abdomen of the female is usually red but sometimes black. Some
specimens have the abdomen partly red and black.
Two other distinct varieties are distinguished in this species as follows,
Maerosiagon omentum rufum Leconte
,
pronotam and abdomen yellow, elytra yellow, tip often blackish.
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Length. - 5-7 mm.
Hype. - female, Leoonte Collection.
Plesiotype. - male, Prost Collection.
Type locality. - San Diego, California.
Distribution.
- Other specimens examined were as follows:
California, Isabella, June, Frost Collection} Tulare Co. and Pasadena,
Schaeffer Collection.
This species is limited apparently to California but may be found in neighbor-
ing localities.
Macrosiagon omentum horni new name
Head black, the pronotum info-testaceous, elytra with tip and base very
narrowly blaok, male abdomen black, female abdomen red.
Length. - 5-7 mm.
Type. - female, in Horn Collection.
Type locality. - Texas.
Distribution.
- Texas, Dummit Co., Leng Collection; San Diego, Cal.
Hebard-Schwara Collection.
Horn described this variety, but did not call it by name. I think, however, be-
cause of the characteristics stated that it deserves a varietal name, whioh I give
it in honor of its first describer, Dr. George fl. Horn.
liaorosiagon limbatum (Pabricius)
Hhipiphorus limbatua Pabricius, 1792, p.U2; 1801, p.121; Olivier 1795, 66, p.6,
t.l, fig. 5 ab.j Say, 1835, p.189, 1859, p.660; Gerstacker
1855, p. 30; Horn 1874-76 (1875) p.122-125.
Bmenadia limbata Champion 1889-93 p.358 t.16 fig. 13-16.
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Head yellow, vertex often black; clypeus often reddish, mandibles black, base
yellow, antennae blackish, firet and second segments yellow, pronotum yellow with
diecal black spot varying in sise. Elytra usually black, sanetimes pale, with sides,
suture and base narrowly black. Wings brown. Thorax yellow beneath, often variegated
with black. NagM yellow with apex blaok, anterior tibia black, others yellow with
apical half black, or often entirely black, tarsi blaok or annulated with yellow.
Head elongate, vertex rounded, glabrous, frons smooth, olypeus sli^tly punctured,
apex broadly truncate or emarginate, labrum elongate, its apex rounded, lacinia long
filiform, hairy, mandibles moderately curved. Pronotum elongate, slightly tapering
forward, sparsely punctured, posterior lobe large and acute, hind angles prolonged and
slightly covering the elytra. Elytra sparsely punctured, long, slightly tapering
toward the end. Thorax sparsely punctured. Pleural sclerites very little convex, not
bulging beyond lateral margin of pronotum, front coxae separated by prosternal spine,
legs slender and long. Second segment of hind tarsus about half the length of ttie
third segment, flat and shining above,
length. - 5-12 mm.
Type. -
Type locality. - "North .America."
Distribution.
- The native country of this species was not known to Pabriciue.
He described it, however, from a specimen taken from the same collection (Hie. D.
Yeats) as Iff. dimidiatum - and the locality for the latter was given as North America.
Horn states the speoies is found from Pennsylvania to Texas. Champion records
it from Mexico, Guat&me.la, Costa Rica and Panama. The specimens examined were from
the following localities
t
Hew Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Pennsylvania, Distriot of Columbia, Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia,
Florida, Georgia, Texas, Arizona, Kansas, Arkansas and Iowa.
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The species is comparatively common am widely distributed. Accordingly, the
variations in the specimens are numerous. Say divided this species into three varie-
ties, namely, variety A, with vertex black; variety B, elytra black, immaculate,
and variety C, beneath, variegated with black. These varieties are not valid, since
the amount of black on the individuals is extremely variable, and the varieties merge
into one another.
Prom the list of localities we see that the species is most common along the
e
Atlantic coast although specimens have been taken as far west as Arkansas. The
northern record of its distribution is New Hampshire and the southern is Panama.
The speciet is most camaon in July and August, and has been takan by sweeping,
and upon the following plants, goat weed, Elder, Solidago. Eupatorlum. Splrae and
upon the Hint plants namely, lycnanthemum flexuosum. Monarda punctate and Monarda
citriodora
.
Macrosiagon limbatum pulchrum n. var
.
Head, thorax and abdomen, entirely reddish yellow; without any black spots.
Elytra black. Body very shining. Klytra less dehiscent,
length. - 9 mm.
Type and paratype.
- in R. Mason Collection, Academy of Natural Sciences of
Hiiladelphia.
Type locality. - Black Mountains, North Carolina.
Two females of this beautiful variety were taken in the Black Mountains. North
Carolina, by W. Beutenmuller, June.
frSaorosiagon lineare Leoonte
Bhipiphorus lineare laconte 1866 p.154; Horn 1874-76 (1875) p.122, 125,
Head yellow-ferruginous, brown or black. Antennae fuscous, first and second
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segment reddish. Pronotum ferruginous, brown or black, elytra black, sometimes with
a brownish tinge, wings brownish. Thoracic sclerites brown, yellow or variegated,
femora brown, tibia and tarsi variably variegated. Abdomen ferruginous or black,
pygidium dark.
Harrow, axbparallel. Head short, shining; vertex broadly rounded, smooth,
frons shining, olypeus very slightly punctured, its front margin broadly rounded,
labrum broad, mandibles entirely, or only at tip. black. Pronotum tapering very
slightly toward apex, sparsely punctured, posterior lobe broad, slightly convex, hind
angles of pronotum produced and acute. Elytra slightly depressed along the disc,
gradually tapering and dehiscent only at the end. Thoracic sclerites sparsely punc-
tured. Bfesoepimeron and episternum of mesothorax flat, art not bulging beyond lateral
margins of pronotum, anterior coxae separated by a prosternal spine, tibiae and tarsi
variably variegated. Second segment of hind tarsi longer than one half of the third,
not flat nor shining above. Abdomen sparsely punctured.
Length. - 4-6 mm.
Type. - male, Lecante Collection.
Homoiype. - American Museum of Natural History.
Plesiotype.
- female, American IJuseum of Natural History.
Type locality. - Kentucky.
Leconte described the species from one male specimen taken in Kentucky. One
male and female now in the Charles Palm Collection. American Maseum of Natural History,
were collected in Southwest Arkansas. This male was compared with the type in the
collection of Leconte, and is identical with it in all respects except size and color.
The type specimen is entirely dark and much smaller than the Arkansas specimen, while
the latter has thorax and abdomen red. The female from the same locality has been
compared with the type and is identical with it, except in size and color and secondary
sexual characteristics, its antennae being pectinate.
Other specimens examined were from Arizona, Huachuca Mountain, July, in the
collections of easrs. Notman, Leng and Sohaeffer.
Specimens of M. lineare are often confused with those of limbetum Fabrieiue.
The characteristics giTen in the key. however, and their short face and smaller size,
should readily separate it from llmbatue.
M&crosiagon dlscicollis Prerstacker
Rhipiphorus dlscicollls
.
Gerstacker, 1855, p. 32 ( ).
Rhlpiphorus mutilatus
. Gerstaoker loc. clt. ( ),
-%iplphoruB 4-maculatus, Gerstacker loc. cit, p.53 ( ),
Smenadia melanoptera, Chevr. 1877, p.ix.
Bmenadia vitracl, Fleut. and Salle, 1889, p.432.
Oblong, ovate rufoferrugineua, head, antennae except base and legs, black;
pronotum and elytra bluish black. Head suborbioular, smooth black, shining; its vertex
little elevated, rounded above. Mandibles rufopiceous. palpi yellow; antennae black
except its three basal segments yellow,, thorax subtriangular, little longer than wide,
strongly attenuated toward front, lateral sides inflexed, posterior angles acute;
behind, obtusely triangular toward scutellar lobe, above convex, sli^itly punctate,
glabrous, shining rufo-ferruginous, discoidal spots blue-black. Elytra little narrower
than base of pronotum, more than half as long as base of thorax, sides whitened a
little towds the middle, not attenuated toward the rear, with the apex subtruncate,
internal angle rounded. Above, moderately convex with moderately thick and fine
punctation; body below with blue markings, red, punctate, somewhat shining. Legs
black, spines and claws ferruginous.
Length. - 6-5
Type. - Zool. Mis. Berlin - Greifswald.
Plesiotypes from Central America (of Champion). - British Museum.
Type locality. - Braeil.
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Gerstacker records this epecies from Brazil, while Champion records it from
Mexico, Columbia, Antilles, Cuba, Porto Rico and Guadeloupe.
The above is a translation from the original description by Gerstacker.
Upon the specimens taken from Central America, Champion states as follows,
have received four female specimens of an Emenadia from Jfcxico agreeing
very well with Gerstacker's description of fi. dlsoicollls
. ^ is also a Mexican
example of the same epecies in the British Museum, in three of these the elytra are
black with a slight bluish ting in certain lights, and the thorax is rufous or reddish-
testaceous with the disc to a variable extent black; one (from Sturm's collection) is
reddish-testaceous above and beneath, with the apices of the elytra black; one (in
the British Museum) is reddish-testaceous, with the base of the elytra very broadly
and also a large apical patch black."
Macrosiagon peetinatum Pabrioius
Rhipiphorns peciinatum Pabricius, 1775, p.263.
ahiplphorus amblgttum Melshelmer, 1846, p.317; dublum Melshelmer. 1846, p.316; fasciatum
I&lsheimer, 1846, p.317; nigrum Melsheimsr, 1846, p.317| sexmaculatum Pabrioius, 1875,
p.263;
Variety humeratum Pabricius, 1701, p.119; impressum Melshelmer. 1846, p.316; longipes
Telsheimer, 1846, p.317; maxillosum Melsheimer, 1846, p.316; nigrioorne Pabricius, 1801,
P.UO; sanguineolentum Germar. 1824, p.169; thoracloum IJelshelaer. 1846, p.317; triste
Pabrioius, 1801, p.119; vari color Gerstacker. 1855, p.25; ventrale Pabrioius 1801, p.120;
The color in this species is extremely variable from red to black. ')
*) The author feels that a further study is necessary before a key to the various
varieties and races of this species can be arranged.)
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a. «h»i te-Wrti. of tM. sp.ole3 „ 8tat8d tt tte kejr> ^^ ^^
t. ..perete it fro. other epeoi.e ar. ,tet.d in the election o, the verlou. speele.
which are similar to it.
The species is distributed all over the United States.
ifccrosiagon acutipenne Pierce
Hhipiphorus acutipenne Pierce, 1904, p.163.
The Holotype and paratopes were examined, but I could not find any characters
by which it may be distinctly separated from M. dimidlatum. Fab.
Bhipiphorua Bosc.
Hhipiphorus Bosc, 1792, p. 293.
frodes Latreille, 1818, p.130.
^odites Gerstacker. 1855, p.15; lacordaire, 1859, p.630; J
. Leconte, 1880, p.210,
Pierce, 1904, p.
Rhlpidophorus Champion, 1889-93 (1891), p.359.
Vertex elevated above anterior margin of pronotum. Eyes prominent, situated on
sides of head, leaving a broad frons and clypeua. Mandibles prominent but bent in-
wardly. Antennae 11 segmented, often 10 segmented in females, inserted above the eyes,
one on each side of the vertex. Male antennae biflabellate, those of remale monoflabel-
late, pectinate or deeply serrate, the first two segments without process. Pronotum
*
broad, with no distinct lateral carina, pseudopleuron small and inconspicuous. Scute1-
lum of mesonotum usually hidden under the posterior lobe of pronotum but may be seen
when the insect is bent. Elytra very short, convex and scale-like, wings uncovered,
*nd not folded, the metanotum and dorsal part of abdomen thus being left exposed.
Metathorax well developed, seventh tergite of the abdomen in the female developed into
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a very conspicuous shield-like pygidium. The entire abdomen of the female is so bent
that the pygidium is found on the ventral side of the body, and the ovipositor is
directed obliquely forward. Legs short, first and last segment of hind tarsus usually
larger than the others, third one smallest; claws in both sexes pectinate, but in the
males the teeth on the claws are more numerous and finer. The length of the first
segment of the hind tarsi varies with the species and serves as a good character for
classification. The pygidium also differs in size and shape and serves for that pur-
pose. Other characteristics used in classification are the shape of vertex, form of
antennae, oolors of abdomen, etc.
The genus may be separated into two main divisions. One group consists of those
species in which the first segment of hind tarsus is long, slightly thicker than the
others and not at all obliquely truncate, while the other group consists of those
species in which the first segment of hind tarsus is elevated, thicker thun the others
and obliquely truncate. There are, however, intermediate stages between the two, and
we find species that cannot be classified distinctly in either.
In arranging the key for the species of this genus, we are confronted another
difficulty, namely, antigeny. In this genus the sexes differ from each other more than
in the preceding genera, with the exception of Hhipidius. In some species the general
color differs in both sexes, while in others the color is the same. The shape and pro-
portional length of the tarsal segments, however, are similar in the two sexes and
serve for identification of the same. Leconte and Pierce used the color characteristics
of male and female together with structural differentiation in the same key, and this
made it altogether very complicated. In order to avoid some difficulties, it was found
most convenient to divide the genus into divisions based on the shape of the tarsal
segments, and then into groups based on the color characteristics of the two sexes. In
some cases the author placed the species of which one sex only is known, in the same
group of its nearest allies. New discoveries may, therefore, cause some changes in the
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following classification.
>
Key to the Groups of Rhipiphorus.
First segment of hind tarsus obliquely truncate and emarginate at tip; as a
rule this segment is shorter than all others combined, and elevated.
1. Female abdomen black or brown, male abdomen of same
color
. Group luteipennis
2. Female antennae 10 segmented, deeply serrate, pro-
cesses subequal; female abdomen yellow, that of the
known males black ................. Group acaber
3. Female antennae 11 segmented, rami very long in
female, decreasing in length toward apex. Female
shining; abdomen straw-yellow variegated with
brown-black, male black Group vlerecki
4* Female abdomen for greatest part reddish-yellow;
male abdomen the same as female Group popenol
First segment of hind tarsus not obliquely truncate, very little thicker than the
others, and as long as all others combined.
Female abdomen partly yellow, partly brown;
male abdomen (as far as known) like that of
female ...... •••• Group californlcus
Female abdomen entirely brown; male as that of
female Group fasciatus
First segment of hind tarsus as long as all others but a little thicker, a
little truncate and emarginate at apex.
Female abdomen orange-yellow, male unknown .... Group
Group luteipennis
1. First segment of hind tarsus much longer and
thicker than second 2
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First segment of hind tarsus only a trifle longer
than second and very little thicker, second seg-
ment much longer than third.
Pig* 8.. ...... ............... minimie
2. Female antennae eleven segmented, elytra yellow,
base brown-black (male not known) fig calopterus
Female antennae ten segmented .... 3
3* lygidium longer than broad, (male not known) fig. 2, nevadicus
lygidium as long as broad, concave and shining, fig.3 luteipennis
To this group probably belongs Hhipiphorus
. . . brevlpes
Hhiplphorue luteipennis (Leconte)
Iftrodites luteipennla Leconte, 1865, p«97; 1880, p.210. Horn, 1892, p.4,8.
Body black or brown, elytra dark amber yellow. Head large, vertex rounded,
sparsely punctate, front wide and flat; slight concavity around vertex, clypeus slightly
eraarginate, antennae of male 11 segmented and of the same color as elytra, rami slightly
curved, and fuscous at tip. Antennae of female 10 segmented, pectinate, brown, first
rami curved, and directed meso-anteriorly, The first five or six rami are subequal,
the last few short. Pronotum sparsely punctate and pubescent along sides with two
shining glabrous areas on both sides of disc. Base broadly rounded, truncate or
slightly emarginate. Elytra shining fuscous, closely punctate at base, finely so along
margins. Thorax beneath, and abdomen, sparsely pubescent, pygidium triangular, smoothly
rounded at tip, punctate along dorsal margin, less so along sides and smooth and very
shining on concave center. Front and second legs yellowish or brown yellow, hind legs
brown. First segment of hind tarsus obliquely truncate und elevated but shorter than
last one* Hind tibia distinctly longer than tar sue.
Length. - 6-8 ran.
Type. - Leconte Collection.
Homotypes. - Leng Collection, Davis Collection and American Museum of Natural
History.
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Type locality. - New York.
Distribution. - Leoonte described this species from two females taken in New
York. The male in Leconte's collection is from Selma, Alabama. Other specimens examined
were taken in
Maine - Wales, August (C. A. Frost).
New Jersey - Dunellen, Sohaeffer Collection; Bear Swamp near Ramsey, Sept.
New York - Staten Island, Aug., Leng; Mosholu; Sohaeffer; Richmond, Aug.
(W. T. Davie).
Two females, the one in the Sohaeffer Collection from Mosholu, H. Y., ano the one in
the Frost Collection from Wales, Me., are light brown, and the pygidium is more shining
and concave than in the others; the one from Wales, however, was collected in Coito
with a normal male, which does not differ from the other males; there is therefore no
doubt that the two females are merely a light-colored form of luteipennls
.
The species may be separated from its allies by its smooth, concave and shiniig
.ygidium, antennal rami curved, and vertex broadly rounded and sparsely punctate.
Rhipiphorus nevadious (Leccnte)
Lyodites nevadicus Leconte, I860, pp.210, 211. Horn, 1892, p.48.
Brown, shining, elytra amber yellow. Head wider than long, vertex broadly round-
ed and sparsely but distinctly punotate, front flat or very slightly concave, sparsely
pubescent. Antennae curved, 10 segmented, pectinate, rami subequal except last two
that are shorter. Fronotuni rounded at base, punctate and slightly pubescent along
base, sides and center of disc, the anterior part is smooth and glabrous. Elytra
sparsely and very finely punctate. Wings hyaline with anterior margin and band brownish.
Abdomen more densely pubescent, margins of segments slightly darker, pgrgidium much longer
than wide, rounded at tip, punctate and pubescent along sides; slightly concave and
smooth in center. Under side of body more densely pubescent, first segment of hind tarsus
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obliquely truncate, but slightly thici.er than othera, and about as long as fourth seg-
ment; longer than the second and third combined. Hind tibia and first tarsal segment
very finely transversely ridged along dorsal edge.
Length. - 4-7 mm.
Holotype. - Leconte Collection.
Plesiotype or topotype. - in Horn Collection.
Type locality. - Nevada, (western part).
The description above was made from the Holotype,
One female from Horn's collection taken in Nevada is identical with the type;
and the drawing of the pygidium was made from this specimen, while tho outline of the
hind tarsus was made from the t/pe in Leconte 'a collection. The writer believes that
the specimen in Horn's collection is a true topotype since they both have the same
kind of labels, and was given probably to Horn by Leconte. The locality label of this
specimen has a red marking at its left hand side which probably indicates that it was
collected in the western part of the state.
The vertex of Rh. nevadicus is similar to the vertex of luteipenni3
, but the
species may be easily separated by the form of the sygidiutt, which is elongate in
nevadicus ard broader and more concave in lutelpennis.
Ehipiphorua calopterus n. sp.
Brown. Head and pronotum blackish; front femora with a yellowish tinge in front;
elytra at base amber yellow, basal third brown, shining; wings brown, tips hyaline.
Head broad, vertex broadly rounded, finely but sparsely punciifct*., front finely pubescent,
coarsely punctate with a small median excavation in front of vertex. Antennae of female
U segmented, pectinate, brown, processes desrease in length toward apex, first ramus
longest, much shorter than the length of the eyes, Pronotum about as broad at base as
long, rounded, and slightly truncate at base, finely pubescent and densely punctd*
with smooth glabrous area extending from disc to both sides. I)**, 0wra9^ pBBetat. f
especially near base, humeri distinct, smooth and shining, wings brown, tip. hyaline.
Under side of body sparsely pubescent, puncttlk
.. pygidium coarsejy but sparse]y
punctate at apex, but finely and densely punctate at its dorsal angles. Apex broadly
rounded, almost truncate, convex, with a suall concavity at anterior margin.
Mrst segment of hind tarsus shorter than fourth, about as long as second and
third together, but thicker and obliquely truncate at apex.
Length. - 5-5 mm.
Monotype. - female, Frost Collection.
Type locality. - Purls, Ifcine.
The description was made from one female from Paris, mine, July, in the FroBt
Collection ( C.A.Frost )
.
This species may be confused *ith fi. fasciatus Say because the color of the
elytra is similar in both^speoies. They belong, however, in two different groups,
fasciatus having the first segment of hind tarsus long and thin, while fih. oalopterus
has it short and thick. From nevadlcus it may be separated by the form of the
pygidium, being longer than wide in nevadlcus and shorter in calopterus. From lutei-
pennis it may be separated by the antennae, the rami being long, curved and subequal
in luteipennis, and short, straight and decreasing in length in calopterus
. In addi-
tion to this the antenna of the latter has 11 segments, while the others have only 10.
Hhiplphorus minimus (pierce)
Myodltes minimus Pierce. 1904, p.159.
Head and thorax black, abdomen dark brownish, antennae with stalk brown, rami
light brown tipped with brownish. Elytra, anterior and median legs color of antennae,
Posterior darker, wings hyaline, clouded at middle with brown.
Head depressed, rather coarsely and unevenly punctate, clad with very sparse,
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whitish pubescence; 11-jointed, very finely punctate thrau^out, vertex between the
antennae elevated, rounded, not carinate. Pronotum very unevenly and coareely punctate
with pubescence very sparse at base and near anterior margin} glabrous shining along
aides and disc; disc not carinate and but slightly and very broadly grooved toward apex.
Kesothorax with scutellum concealed; apical half coarsely punctate; posterior margin
straight. Metathorax sparsely punctate; postseutellum shining, glabrous, laterally
converging, apically truncate. Abdomen coarsely, sparsely, unevenly punctate; finely
but sparsely pubescent. Body sparsely punctate, pubescent beneath. Elytra sparsely
and shallowly punctate. Posterior tarsus with the first joint not remarkably elongate,
as long as second and third joints together, but not equaling the length of fourth,
apically thickened, twice as thick as succeeding joints, obliquely truncate, and
emarginate behind; second joint over twice as long as third; claws as long as Becond
joint, pectinate.
Length. - 4 mm.
Type. - male, U. S. National liaseum.
Type locality. - Belmont, Nebraska.
The type has been examined and no characteristics were found that were not men-
tioned in the original description and therefore it was quoted above with some changes.
It was found necessary, however, to make a more detailed drawing of the hind tarsus
than the one Pierce presented.
fttiipiphorua brevipes New Species
Kale blaok-brown, antennae yellowish, tips darker, legs brownish-yellow, bases
of femora black-brown. Elytra amber yellow, extreme base brown.
Vertex rounded, frons with two elevations between bases of antennae, clypeus
elevated, emarginate and red at tip. Pronotum pubescent, two glabrous areas near
base distinct, median line depressed near base. Elytra punctate, base glabrous.
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Median line of mesaacutellum not furrowed, amooth and elevated. Tergites pubescent,
second tergite smooth, first pubescent with glabrous area in middle, third tergite
pubescent on sides only. Seventh tergite with smooth areas on both sides, lygidium
(eighth tergite) pubescent with dorsal margin smooth. Legs short and compact, very
robust, first segment of hind tarsus very short and thick, about as long as fourth
segment, obliquely truncate and emarginate, tips lobate.
Length. - 4
Monotype. - Museum of Comparative zoologie
Type locality. - Rio Balsas, Msxico.
The above description was made from one male specimen in the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass. It was taken in Rio Balsas, Gro. Mexico by
i/ickham. It may be distinguished from other allies by its short legs and tarsi.
Pt. 17, fig. 13.
Group of acaber
1. iygidium in the female entirely brown or dark
brown ••••••••••..,....,....2
iygidium in the female entirely, or for the
greatest part yellow
... 4
2. First tergite only with brown median 3pot; the
rest are entirely yellow neomexicanus
Three or four tergites with brown median spots . .3
3* First segment of hind tarsus elevated, truncate,
and shorter than all others combined. Species
so far taken in Nebraska only ..... solidaglnis
First segment cf hind tarsus less elevated, about
as long as fourth segment. So far taken only in
New JZexico and Colorado scaber
4. Tip of pygidium brown, first segment of hind
tarsus shorter than all others combined semiflavus
Entire iygidium yellow, first segment of hind
tarsus delicate, and although truncate and emar-
ginate, very little thicker, and distinctly-
longer than fourth flavipygus
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Ehipiphorus 3caber Leconte
^oitbes acaber Leconte, 1852, p.67; I.e. 1865, p.96; 1880, p.210. Gerstacker,
1855, p.17. Pierce, 1904, p.183.
Head and thorax black. Abdomen yellow; first segment, one spot on eacfr of the
following two or three tergites, pygidium and legs dark reddish-brown, tarsi paler.
Elytra pale yellow, apical half of win^a brownish, tips hyaline.
Head punctate, pubescent. Vertex rounded, finely punctate, epicranial suture
slightly distinct, two distinct tubercles in front, one at base of each antennae with a
deep excavation between the two, clypeus slightly emarginate. Antennae of female 10 seg-
mented, about the length of head from vertex to clypeus; brownish, with the base of first
process yellowish. Pronotum broadly rounded at tip, gradually tapering toward front,
densely punctate and pubescent, with distinct narrow median line which broadens on disc
into a small glabrous area, and with two small glabrous areas on each side. Elytra finely,
indistinctly punctate. Abdomen finely punctured and sparsely pubescent, pygidium gradually
tapering toward tip, about as long as broad, coarsely and uniformly punctate, with two
very small concave smooth areas on sides. First segment of hind tarsus longer, slightly-
thicker than the others, obliquely truncate and emarginate at apex.
Length. - 9 mm.
Holotype. - Leconte Collection.
Plesioiype. - Frost Collection.
Type locality. - probably along 2uni River Creek boundary between N. Mexico and
Arizona.
Leconte described the species from one female specimen collected by Dr.
.'oodhouse. The following are his remarks about this species.
"A very imperfect specimen from the Creek boundary, which is distinguished
from another Southern species having a yellow abdomen, by its much larger size, more
punctured head and thorax, and immaculate black feet. I am inclined to believe that
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the color of the abdomen is a sexual character as in the European M. subdipterus .
"
The locality indicated is probably along the 2uni River as we learn from the
account of Dr. i.'oodhouse himself. The specimen is in poor condition and lacks the
antennae. Another specimen before me is from Littleton Col., June, in C. A. Frost
Collection. This agrees perfeotly with the type in Leoonte's collection except that
the epicranial suture is not distinct as in the type. The description above was made
from the type and from the above-mentioned specimen. Another female in the U. S.
National Museum from La Cruces, N. Mexico, Sept., agrees well with the description.
Rh. acaber is very similar to Rh. solidaginis Pierce, and it is hard to separate
the two. Pierce distinguished them by various characteristics but his comparison
was made with a female "supposedly" of the species scaber Leconte, and some noteworthy
errors enter into his comparison. In the first place, Rh
. scaber has brown-black
spots on the tergites the same as Rh. solidaginis
,
and the pygidium of both is very
similar. The only distinct difference which may be observed is in the hind tarsi,
and since it would be practically impossible to separate the two from description
only, it was advisable to place the figures of the tarsi beside each other for com-
parison. In addition, the fact that Rh. solidaginis so far has been oollected only
in the arid regions of Arizona, Colorado and New Jlexico may be of assistance in
separating them.
Rhipiphorus solidaginis Pierce
Rhipiphorus solidaginis Pierce, 1902, p.293; Pierce, 1904, p.183, t.1-2;
Silvestri, 1905, p.323, t.20, f.17,18.
Male black, antennae, elytra and legs yellow; tips of antennae and joints be-
tween tibia and ffmora fuscous. Female - head and thorax black, thorax often black-
brown, abdomen reddish yellow; spots on tergites and pygidium brown, often red brown;
femora and tibia brown, although the latter may be variegated with yellow, tarsi
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yellow brown, antennae brownish, first process yellowish. Vertex broadly rounded,
finely punctate, pubescent, frons coarsely punctate and slightly concave between the
eyes, clypeus finely punctate. Antennae 10 segmented, processes subequal, Pronotum
broadly rounded and slightly truncate at base, coarsely and densely punctate and
pubesoent. Fedian carina at basal half and two smooth glabrous areas on either side.
Distance between the two posterior areas equal to about half that between the anterior
ones. Elytra irregularly punctate; scutellum punctate, divided by a median carina.
Abdomen finely and sparsely punctate, second and third tergites smooth and glabrous.
Pygidium of female and also the seventh tergite of male densely and coarsely punctate
with two glabrous areas on both sides of center. First segment of hind tarsus ele-
vated obliquely, truncate and emarginate at tip, as long as last segment.
Length. - 9-10 nan.
Holotype. - U. S. National Miseum.
Allotype. - U. 3. National Museum.
Paratypes. - Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.
Type locality. - Lincoln, Nebraska.
Pierce records thi3 species fromj Nebraska - Pine Ridge, July ; Lincoln, July 29,
August 30 1 We at Point, Aug. 3. The Holotype, Allotype and several paratypes upon
which these records are based are in the collection of the U. S. National ftSiseum;
paratypes are also in the Casey Collection and in the Collection of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, In addition to these, specimens were examined as
follows
:
Nebraska - "Neb." Schaeffer Collection, Leng Collection, Palm Collection, American
Kuseum of Natural History; Lincoln (Salt Basin) Notman Collection, Aug. 22 -
(Shoemaker) Leng Collection.
The only localities this species has been taken in, are Salt Basin in Nebraska
or similar topographic places. The restriction of this species to this locality is
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due to the fact that itB host, Epinomia triangullfera Yachel. i a very abundant in
those localities. Pierce explains also that the abundance of the species may be due
to the fact that the host makes its nest in the neighborhood of the plant upon which
the triunguloid larvae feed in their earlier stages.
Hhlpiphorus neomexicanus New Species.
Male entirely black, legs, antennae and elytra yellow, tips of femora and tibia
with a brownish tinge, tips of rami slightly fuscous. Vertex elevated and acute,
frons flat and punctate with a small excavation between the bases of antennae, clypeus
broadly truncate. Pronotum rounded at base, depressed on both sides to produce a
median carina near base, entire surface is regularly punctate, with two small glabrous
areas on each side of the carina. The distance between the two posterior areas is
about half the distance of the two anterior areas. Elytra very finely and sparsely
punctate. The second tergite and the anterior portion of third tergite glabrous,
other tergites «Mb pubescent with two distinct smooth areas on the sides. The seventh
tergite as broad as the two preceding together, and the smooth areas very distinct and
larger than those in the other tergites. First segment of hind tarsus as long as
third and fourth together, obliquely truncate and emarginate at tip.
Female head and thorax black or brownish-black. Abdomen reddish-yellow, femora
brown, tibia and tarsi yellowish-brown; pygidium in greatest part brown with a yellow-
ish tinge in the center. Elytra yellowish hyaline; wings with a smoky band in the
middle. Vertex less elevated than in male, more rounded and with distinct occipital
suture
.
Length. - 7 - 8.5 mm.
Holotype. - male, Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia.
Allotype. - Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia.
Paratype. - female, Leng Collection.
Type locality. - Albuquerque, New Mexico
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The above description waa made from one male and on,, female taken in
Albuquerque, Hew Ifcxico, (River plain), Mgurt 1921 by Reim and Hebbard. One female
in Lang's Collection is also from Albuquerque.
Rh. Neoraexicanus is closely allied to Rh. scaber and Rh. Bolidaginia
. The male of
neomexioanua may be distinguished from solidaginis in having the smooth areas on the
tergites larger and more distinct, and the seventh tergite larger and opaque. The
female of this species may be distinguished in having all tergites, except first two,
without btown median spots. In addition, the aegments of the hind tarsus differ as
is shown in Plate IV, figs. 10, 11 and 12.
Rhipiphorus Bemiflavus Leconte
jyodltes semlflavua Leconte, 1865, p.97; 1880, p.210.
"Black, finely less densely punctate, vertex obtuse, conical, apex without
carina; base of thorax round without dorsal median line; elytra shining, smooth on sidss
humeral celli slightly dark, obscure, abdomen yellow, sparsely finely punctate, apex
pioeous, legs testaceous variegated. .30.
"Maryland, one specimen given by Rev. J. G. Morris. The antennae are wanting, the
anterior feet are entirely testaceous with the base of toe thighs dusky; the middle
thighs are dusky, and the tibia and tarsi testaceous; the hind feet are entirely dusky,
the wings have a broad smoky band near the tip."
Length. - 7.5
Type. - female, Leconte Collection.
Type locality. - Maryland.
The above is a translation of the original description by Leconte, and his re-
marks. The type is indeed a poor specimen, and no additional notes were made from it.
I had no specimens that were conspecific with it and also in the collections loaned to
me later on, I find nothing that agrees with this description.
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Bhipiphorus flavipygga New species
Male. Head and thorax black, abdomen brownish-black. Antennae straw yellow,
tips brown; legs yellow, coxa both ends of femora and tibia brownish. Elytra hyaline-
yellow with a brownish tinge at base. Vertex prominent, with a carina and a distinct
excavation. Pronotum punctate, sides not pubescent, disc sparsely so, base slightly
truncate, with two depressions in front of it, elytra broad, punctate on sid venth
tergite roughly punctate opaque, with two round smooth areas on side. lygidium finer
and denser punctate and opaque, wings with a brownish tinge behind middle near costa.
Hind tarsus with first segment slender and slightly longer than fourth, but shorter than
all segments combined, it is very little stouter than the others but obliquely truncate
and emarginate at tip.
Female differs from the male in color. He*d and thorax chocolate brown.
Abdomen and the pygidium entirely yellow. Wings more brownish, in one female entirely
brown, legs brown, with tarsi partly yellowish. Antennae 10 segmented, 8 rami short,
subequal,in length. Vertex less prominent, but with epicranial suture, ^gidium almost
uniformly distinctly punctate,
length. - 6 mm.
Holotype.
-
male, Selma, Alabama. Hebbard and Schwars Collection, U. S. National
Juseum.
Allotype.
- female, Selma, Alabama. Hebbard and Schwar. Collection, U. S.
National Museum.
Baratypes
-
two females, Selma, Alabama. Hebbard and Schwarz Collection, V. s.
National Tluaeum.
This species may be distinguished from the others of this group in having the
first segment of the hind tarsus thick and long as the fourth, but obliquely truncate
•* emarginate at tip. In addition the female is of a chocolate brown, the pygidium is
•atirely yellow and, in general, the species is much smaller and more delicate than the
°thers.
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Bhipiphorua vlereokl (Fall)
^rodltea vlereokl gall. 1907, p.259.
%odites knausi Pierce. 1920, p.279.
P8mal9
*
Head ** thorax black brownish-black. Pronotum black or dark brown,
with sides and base Utf* brown or yellowish, or entirely black but extreme margin, with
a trace of yellow. Elytra yellow with extresa base brownish. Abdomen straw yellow.
The following parts in abdomen are dark brown or black: first five tergites. tip of
pygidium, first five pleuritea, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh stemites. especially
at their median area. Legs pale yellow, joints brown. Head finely punctate, sparsely
pubescent. Vertex rounded, not carinate, frona slightly concave in middle with slight
convex areas on sides of this concavity. Antennae 11 segmented, about as long a. head,
rami very long, diminishing in length toward apex. First ramus about half the length of
the entire antennae, last ramus as long as the three preceding segments together. Pro-
notum smooth and glabrous on disc, sparsely punctate and pubescent on sides and front,
more closely punctate at base. Disc of pronotum with a distinct concavity in middle and
two behind it near base. Base broadly rounded, slightly emarginate at tip. Meao-
scutellum glabrous in middle and densely pubescent on octh sides. Abdomen very sparsely
pubescent, punctation almost indistinct. Pygidium longer than broad, dorsal angles
usually depressed, otherwise entirely convex. First segment of hind tarsus slightly
shorter than all others combined, straight, and obliquely truncate at apex.
Type. - Fall Collection.
Paratypes.
- Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.
Type locality. - Arizona.
H\&lu" length 9 mm. Similar to the female, with the following exceptions, antennae
honey-yellow, bi-flabellate, with the tips of the rami about even. The abdomen ia black
»ith the base and apex of the first ventral segment yellow, and the prepygidial area
yellow, but with the pygidium black."
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Fall records the species Alamogordo, Hew Mexico, and ittorence,
.Jizona. Pieroe
records it St. oeorge, Utah, June 10, 1919, altitude 2800 feet, and Hurricane, June 14
at altitude 3200. (Knaus).
The specimens examined by the author were as follows
t
Eigit paratypes of Fall, all females, Alamogordo, New Mexico, Kay-April, and
Florence, Arizona, May, in the collection of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-
delphia and one female paratype of Pierce, in the Mason Collection, Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia.
The description of both Pall and Pierce show that Hh. vierecki Fall, and Hh.
kna^i Pierce are one species. The paratypes examined also show that both authors
described the same species. Hh. vierecki Fall, beoause of its priority, should be con-
sidered the proper name, and Hh. knausi a synonym. Pieroe, in his key (1920), dis-
tinguishes the two by the characteristics of the males; he knew the male of his species
but did not know the male of the species Fall described and his distinction between
the two therefore is very obscure. Pierce, in his description, states alao tiiat the
female antennae are 10 segmented with 9 rami, in other words, the second segment is
in this case with a process. As far as the present writer knows, having studied this
genus and allied genera and families, such can not be the case; as a matter of fact,
the antennae of the female vierecki has 11 segments, the second being very small,
closely united to the first and therefore inconspicuous. In cases where the female
of a Hhipiphorus has only 10 segments, it is the last one that disappears. Hh. vierecki
has longer antennal rami than the other allied species; in addition to this it may be
distinguished from the others by the color, shape of Hygidium, and hind tarsi.
Group of popenofc l
1. Tergites brownish, with distinct carina. Female
not known .«••.••••••..,...... rex
Tergites as well as sternites reddish-yellow
. . .2
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2. Elytra fuscous, flaviventri,
Elytra red-yellow. Pronotum shining 3
3. Pronotum black, pygidium of female brown-
black. (Male not known) laevicollls
Pronotum with reddish tinge along aides
.
lygidium of female red-yellow popenoCc
Bhiplphorua popsnoel Leconte
Ifrodltes popenoel Leconte, 1880, p. 210.
Head, thorax, anterior part of pronotum, sides and median line, as well as
median line at tip of pygidium brownish black or brown. Otherwise red-yellow. Legs
yellow, coxae and proximal end of femora brown. Vertex rounded, front with distinct
median excavation in front of vertex. Clypeus yellowish, emarginate and shining.
Maxillary palpi yellow. Antennae of female brownish-black, slightly pale at base, rami
subequal, and moderately long. Pronotum finely punctured at base, very sparsely along
lateral margins, glabrous on disc where there is a distinct excavated median line.
Base broadly rounded and but little broader than anterior nargin. Elytra punctured,
but smooth along humeri.
Length. - 8.5
Type. - female, Leconte Collection.
Allo-plesiotype. - Leng Collection.
Type locali-ty. - Colorado.
The above description was made from the type in Leconte »s collection. One male
in the Leng Collection, Palmerlee, Arizona, Aug. (K.Banks ) , agrees very well with the
above description and the type. It differs, however, in the followingi The pronotum
is entirely black with a reddish tinge at hind angles. Hind femora and part of hind
tibia brownish-black, otherwise legs and tarsi as desoribed above, fygidium (8th
tergite) black, two spots on the 7th tergite and first sternite brownish. In addition
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to the above, the following shoul-, b, mentioned, Antennae with rand curled longer
than head, and black!ah-broen. Piret segment of hind tarai thicker than the others
obliquely truncate and emarginata, and as long aa the two following, together, aecond
•egment slightly shorter than fourth.
flhlplphorus flaviventris Champion
Shlpidophorus flavlventrls Champion. 1889-93 (1891), p.361.
"length. - 8 1/2 miHim. ( )"
Type. - British Miseum.
Type locality. - Cerro 3unil, Guatemala.
This species, according to Champion, may be separated from Hh
. rex by havin- ita
tergites yellow, and from popenol and laevloollis by having pioeous elytra.
Hhipiphorus laevioollia Champion
Rhipidophorua laevicollia Champion, 1889-93 (1891), pp.360, 361.
"Length. - 9 millim.
"
Type. - female, British Museum.
Type locality. - Mexico.
Prom the original description it would seem that this apecies ia nearly related
to Hh. popenol
.
but may be aeparated by the color of thorax, which, according to
Champion, ia entirely black, while tinged with red in popenol, and by other minor
characteriatics stated in the descriptions.
Hhlpiphorus rex Champion
flhipidophorua rex Champion, 1889-93 (1891), p.360.
"Length. - 10 millim."
Holotype. - in British Museum.
Type locality. - Hexioo.
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This species may be separated from the other allied species by its oarinate
tergites.
Rhipiphoru.3 aurantus New Species
Very robust. Head and prothorax black, abdomen red-yellow, first tergite brown,
oygidium red-yellow with the apex and an arched line projecting toward dorsum brownish,
legs brown, tarsi yellowish-brown, wings smoky. Vertex broadly rounded, slightly carin-
ate, closely punctate} frons concave, coarsely punctate above, convex and finer punctate
below. Clypeus broadly rounded, with slight emargination. Antennae short, 10 segmented,
rami long, 1-5 subequal, from 5 to 8 reducing in length. Pronotum finely and uniformly
punctate, median line distinct and more depressed and broad on middle disc, no distinct
glabrous areas on the sides of it. ScuteHum bi-lobed, a median carina dividing it into
two distinctly concave and finely punctate areas. Elytra broad at base, narrowly rounded
at apex, sutural margin emarginate. Sides of metascutum sparsely punctate, abdomen
broad, sides parallel, first tergite finely punctate. Second tergite smooth and glabrous,
others coarsely punctate with a small smooth glabrous area on each side and in the middle
,
Under sarface of thorax and abdomen punctate and pubescent, lygidium coarsely punctate
wiiJx two concave smooth glabrous areas in the middle. Legs comparatively short and
strong, hind tibia slightly curved and distinctly longer than tarsus. First segment of
hind tarsus about as long as all others together, very little thicker, but distinctly
truncate and emarginate at tip. (See drawing).
Length. - 10 mm.; width of abdomen 5 mm.
Monotype. - female, U. S. National Museum.
Type locality. - Tarrant Co., Texas.
One female collected in Tarrant Co., Texas, Aug. 17, 1902 (Hooker) in the
collection of U.S. National Museum.
The hind tarsi of this species are of a form which may be considered as an inter-
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mediate stag, between thoee which liar, the first segment broad, short, and obliquely
truncate, and those which have the first eegment as long as all others combined. In
this case the first segment of the hind tarsus is broad and obliquely truncate at apex,
but is as long as all the others combined.
Rh. •Arranti^differs from Bh. mutohlerl and Rh. simplex in having no markings
along the abdominal segments, from the other species that have a reddish-yellow abdomen,
it may be separated by the form of the hind tarsus and the antennae.
Group of californicus
1. Main color of abdomen brown, tergites and sternites
with yellowish tinge
californicus
Main color of abdonen yellow with brownish
markings
2
2. First tergites with brown marking., last tergites
and main color of pygidium fellow. Male not known
. mutohlerl
Last tergites and pjigidlum brown, first tergites
yellow
_j ,• simplex
Rhipiphorus californicus Leconte
Ifrodites californicus Leconte. 1880, pp.210, 211.
Head and thorax black or brown-black, elytra entirely yellow, abdomen brown,
ventral segments paler, dorsal segments yellowish. Head pubescent, vertex conic, front
flat or slightly concave, antennae 10 segmented, dark brown, pectinate, shorter than head,
rami compact and decreasing in length toward apex. flronotum broad and rounded at base,
punctate, pubescent, with smooth areas on both sides of distinct median line. Elytra
finely, very sparsely punctate. Wings hyaline, very faintly fasciate, abdomen shining,
eparaely and finely pubescent, pygidium very shining, finely punctate and pubescent
along margin.. Legs brown, tarsi fuscous, first segment of hind tarsi as long as all
others combine do
7b.
Length. - 5-6.5 mm.
Holotype. - female, Leconte Collection.
Homotype. - Leng Collection.
Alloplesiotype - Schaeffer Collection.
Type locality. - California.
Distribution. - This speoies is found along the Pacific Coast.
One female in the Leng Collection is from Soda Springs, Washington.
One male specimen in the Schaeffer Collection agrees very well with the type of
califoral cus in color and form and is no doubt its male. It has the vertex more pointed,
middle and hind femura and hind tibia pale brown, front legs and all tarsi and antennae
straw yellow, thorax dark brown; this male was taken in California.
There is one specimen in Leconte»s collection which is placed alongside the type
of Bh. nevadicus
,
and labeled "nevadicus" but is without doubt wrongly determined, as
upon examination and comparison I find this specimen to be a true califoralous
. It was
taken in Washington Territory.
Leconte, in his description of the species, has failed to mention that the dorsal
segments of the abdomen are yellowish. This characteristic, although it varies in in-
dividuals, helps to identify it, and distinguish it from other allied species.
Bhipiphorus mutohlerl, New Species.
Head and thorax black, abdomen and elytra yellowish-red, legs, tip of pygidium
and some small areas along dorsal margins of sternites and spots on first two or three
tergites brownish-black j front legs and all tarsi yellow, legs otherwise brownish. Head
punctate, sparsely puboscent, vertex roundea, punctate, with suture or small carina;
front slightly concave, clypeus truncate or slightly emarginate. Antennae 10 segmented,
short, pectinate, rami decreasing in length toward apex. Pronotum punctate, with smooth
median line and two shining areas on each side, base broadly rounded. Elytra broad,
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entirely yellow, shining, finely punctate. Wings hyaline, with smoky band along the
middle. Pygidium broad, triangular, mnctate along sides, smooth and usually concave
in middle, althou^x this concavity may be obsolete. First segment of hind tarsus as
long as the others combined and slightly thicker than the others.
Length. - 6-7.5 HQS.
Holotype. - female, American Liuseum of Natural History.
Paratopotypes - American ifiiseum of Natural History and U. S. National Museum.
Paratype. - Schaeffer Collection.
Type locality. - Ormsby Co., Nevada.
Five females collected by Baker, Ormsby Co., Nevada, July. Pour of these, in-
cluding the Holotype, are from the Charles Palm Collection, American Maseum of Natural
History. One is in the U. S. National Museum, Washington, while one female in the
Schaeffer Collection is labeled "Cal."
The amount of brownish-black along the dorsal margin of the sternites varies in
the individuals. In some the spots are confluent with each other. In others they are
small. In some individuals only the two first tergites have brown patches, while in
others four or five are marked with brown. The color of the legs is not of great spe-
cific value since it varies in individual specimens.
The nearest ally of this species is Hh. californicus. It differs from that in
having the dominant color of the abdomen yellow, whereas in californicus it is bronwi
the tibie,e of Hh. mutchlerl are curved aiid broad; and in general it is a larger spjdes
than Hh. californicus
.
It gives me much pleasure to name this species in honor of Mr. Andrew J. Mutchler
who has always been ready to offer helpful suggestions and advice regarding this paper
in the course of its preparation.
Hhipiphorus simplex Champion
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Bhipidophorua simplex Champion, 1889-93 (1891) p. 263, tab.16, fig.25.
Head and prothorax black, abdomen reddish-yellow, pygidium, entire 6th tergite
and small patches on other tergites brownish; elytra yellow with extreme base and small
patch at apex brownish-yellow, femora, tips of middle and hind tibia dark brown, apical
half of front femora and tibia with basal halves of middle and hind tibia and tarsi
yellowish, antennae yellowish-brown. Wings hyaline-yellow, subcosta brown-black, with
smoky area at its end. Vertex very slightly elevated, its anterior face distinctly ex-
cavated, frons very finely punctured and pubescent. Antennae 10 segmented, shorter than
head and twisted, rami short and subequal in length. Pronotum finely pubescent, with a
uiedian line at its anterior half, and one oblique glabrous area on either tide of disc
near the middle, and one on either side of disc near the base; the distance between tae
two posterior areas slightly smaller than that between the anterior ones. Elytra finely
punctate, their apices shining. Thorax beneath finely and densely pubescent, abdomen
more sparsely so. Pygidium "heart-shaped," concave, shining, very sparsely pubescent,
indistinctly punctate. Hind tibia longer than tarsus, first segment of hind tarsus
straight, as long as others combined and slightly thicker.
Length. - 6*5 ran.
Type. - famale, British x.fuseum.
Plesiotype. - U. S. National Mxseum.
Type locality. - Tentannes in Durango, Mexico.
Champion records one female from I&xico - Ventannes in Durango (Porrer).
One female in the U. 3. National Museum is from Guatamela, La ^rovidencia Obispo
M. RoniUard. The description was made from this specimen.
Two females in the Schaeffer Collection collected in Brownsville, Texas, agree
in all respects with the description and the specimen from Guatamela but differ as fol-
lows! The abdomen is yellow but the following parts are brown; pygidium, 6th and 6th
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tergite in their entire width, a broad patch on the fourth tergite, aides of last two
gternites and in one of them a small apot on third tergite, legs are usually darker,
wings with a smoky band along the entire width, and base of eljrtra reddish-brown.
Length, - 5 mm, - wings 6 mm.
This species may be distinguished from Hh. mutchleri by its brown pygldium and
brown patches oh the last tergite. In Hh. mutchleri the pygidium is in great part yellow,
and the first tergites are with brown spots, the latter being entirely yellow.
Group of fasciatus y)
1) In this group are included those species in which both sexes are entirely brown or
black. Although the author has studied the types of Leconte, and has examined several
specimens, he feels uncertain about the validity of the species included in this group.
Ha therefore leaves the entire group unaltered, until further study may throw more
light upon it. The key is based upon the description, since most of the species Included
were not available for examination nor could be identified from the original description.
1. Wings smoky
, 2
Wings hyaline # g
2. Wings smoky brown to the tip; elytra for greatest
part blackish; vertex elevated seschl and schwarzi
Wings hyaline with smoky band ...#.3
3. Elytra piceous, abdomen with ydlowish membrane be-
tween first tergites
, ,niger
Elytra yellow ........ ....,,4
4. Elytra entirely yellow tuberculatns
Elytra yellow, base dark brown fasciatus
5. Elytra piceous with yellowish markings
. . walshl, hyalinus and stylopides
Elytra yellow - with snail brownish spot iride scans
Hhipiphorus hyalinus Champion
Rhlpidcphorus hyalinua Champion, 1889-93 (189o), p.363.
"Length. - 2 3/4 millim."
Type. - British J&iseurn.
Type locality. - Cordova, IJexico.
Champion remarks upon this as follows t "This is much smaller than any of the
other species here described, and is readily separable from all of them by its hyaline
wings. The vertexhhas a short compressed tubercle in the middle. The head is exceeding-
ly broad. The rami of the antennae are very slender. R. hyalinas agrees in some re-
spects with leconte's description (Eroc. Acad. Phil. xvii. p.97) of the North-American
H. stylopides (Newm.), but it is evidently distinct from that species."
Khlpiphorua iridescens Kew Species.
Blackish; antennae fuscous, elytra pale with base and patch at sutural margin
near apex brownish, femora brownish, tibia and tarsi slightly paler. Wings hyaline,
iridescent; oosta hyaline, or slightly fuscous.
Frons flat, vertex small, acute, and -uberculate, with small erect whitish hair#
Olypeus slightly emarginate. Pronotum roughly punctate with Jtwo, oblique, smooth areas
on the sides, connected with each other on the disc. Base rounded and slightly truncate.
Elytra rounded at apex, punctate on sides only. Tergites, with the exception of first
and second and part of third, rou^ly punctate, with very short hair. 7th tergite with
two email depressions but not smooth; pygidium (8th tergite in the male) smooth and
glabrous on dorsal margin, punctate and clad with erect pubescent. Hind tarsus with first
segment as long as the others combined, thin and straight.
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Female like wale; differs from it only in secondary sexual charaeteriatics as
follows j Vertes less prominent but oarinute; antennae 10 segmented, with 8 rand. Third
ramus slightly longer than others, the last three are fused; pygidium (7th tergite in
female) elongate, acutely rounded, concave and smooth in center.
length. - 4 mm.
Holotype. - male, American Museum of Natural History.
Allotopotype. - American Miseum of Natural History.
Type locality. - El Paso, Texas.
This species was described from one male and one female collected at El Paso,
Texas, July 11, 1917 (Jos . Bequaert ) . It differs from hyalinus. the pronotum having no
median line and being differently sculptured; also the elytra in Hh. iride scene are
yellowish while brownish in hyalinus
. It differs from stylopides in color of elytra and
from walahi and others in size, color of elytra and color of wings.
PJiipiphoma walahi jgconte
Myodite3 walshi Leoonte, 1865, p.97; 1880, p,210.
Length. - 5 mm.
Hololype. - male, Leconte Collection.
Type locality. - Illinois.
Distribution. - Illinois, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina.
I have before me one male from Hewitt, New Jersey, which agrees very well with
the type. The following additional description is made from this Homo-type:
Anteinal rami little curled and slightly darker at apex. Median line slightly
distinct at base, and in addition to the two larger oblique smooth areas on both aides of
disc, there are two smaller glabrous areas near base; two such areas are also on each of
the tergites from the fifth to the seventh, fhe first tergite is entirely smooth, while
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the second to sixth have a smooth glabrous area in the middle. The aesoacutellum Is
rigulose and with a distinct median carina, the eJytra are rather finely rigulose am
not punctate, base fuscous, apex amber yellow with a fuscous spot.
Rhiplphorus stylopideg Newman
Myodltes stylopides Newman. 1338, p.37Gj j. Lecoate, 1880, p.210.
Length. - 3.5 mm.
Hype. -
Type locality. - Alton, Illinois.
Many different specimens from different localities agree with the short de-
scription of Newman, and it is hard to say which is the true stylopides.
Rhipiphorus tuberculatum Champion
Rhipldophorus tuberoulatus Champion. 1889-93 (1891), p.362.
"Len^. - 4 1/2 - 5 1/2 millim. ( .)«
Holotype. - British IMseum.
Allotopotype. - British lliseura.
Type locality. - Atoyac in Vera Cruz, 1 exico.
Champion remakrs upon this species as follows t "This species differs from all
the others here described by the strongly raised, very stout, blunt tubercle on the ver-
tex in the male sex, this tubercle being replaced in the female by an angular elevation.
The abdomen is thickly and finely punctured. The angular elevation on the vertex of the
female will easily distinguish R. tuberculatus from the same sex of the closely allied
R. simplex; the latter, moreover, has an angular prominence beneath the point of inser-
tion of each antenna, of which there is no trace in R. tuberculatus."
Rhipiphorus niger kfeterhouse
%odites niger Y/aterhouse, 1869-1876, p. 369.
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Rhipidophorug niger Champion. 1889-93 (1891), p.369.
"Length. - 5 1/4 millim."
Type. - female, British Museum.
Plesiotype. - male (Champion) Brit iah IJuBeum.
Type locality. - Duenas, Guatamela- Duenas, Panaos.
Hhipiphorus aeschi Leconte
Ifrodites aeschi Leconte. 1880, p.210,211 ( ), leei, p.28, t.l, f,3-4.
length. - 6.5 nun ,
Type. - Leconte Collection,
Type locality. - Buffalo, N. Y.
Leconte expressed his opinion that this may be the male of flh. schwarzl. and
he described it as a new species only because of the distant locality it was taken in.
Later authors sank this in synonymy with Hh. schwaral
. I do not know whether this is
justified or not; the best way this may be settled is by comparing two that were caught
in coito and see whether they agree with the types of Leconte. I therefore consider
this as a valid species for the present.
flhipiphoru3 achwarai Leconte
Ifroditea achwarzi Leconte. 1880, p.210, 211; I.e. Proc. p.XXIII.
Length. - 6 mm.
Type. - Leconte Collection.
Homotype. - American Iftiseum of Natural History.
Type locality. - Sumter Co., Florida.
One female from Konticello, Florida, in the collection of American LMseum of
Natural History, agrees very well with the type in the Leconte Collection. The best
characteristics to diatinguiah this from walahi are as follows, schwaral has the eJytra
entires blackish-brown with a reddish patch near the suture, while
.alahi ha, the base
'
only blackish. The^ in scfawarsl are sKoky black to the apex, whereas they are
valine, slightly 8aoky, in ^Lahl. In general this latter i. a smaller and more delicate
species.
Host recorded - Au&ochlora pura.
Rhipiphorus fasciatug Say
Dorthesia fasoiatus Say, 1823, p,2?4.
I^odites fasciatus Gerstacker, 1855, p.17; J. Leoonte, 1880, p.210.
Length. -
Type. -
Type locality. - Missouri.
Varied flhiptphoros fl^tajea EUro,, i904
. Color brown, west Point, Heb.
Dorthesia flavicornls Say. 1823.
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Explanation of Plates
In all the plates the numbers from 1 to 7 represent the same genera as
follows
:
1 • — Pelecotoma
2. - Trigonodera
3. - Topoacopua
4. - Hhipidius
5. - racrosiagon
6. - Hhlplphoros
7. - Evanlocera
0!he numbers from 1 to 18 represent the following!
1. - Bhlpiphorus colopterua
2. - nevadicus
3. - n iuteipennis
4. - it mutohleri
5. - it californicus
6 . - tt aurantus
f. - It vierecki
8 . - »f minimis
9. - tt flavipygue
10. - m solidaginis
11. - it scaber
12. - n neomexicanus
13. - n brevipes
14. - Afecroaiagon fernaldl
15. - n flavipenne
15. - n octomaoulatum
17. - ruftcroeiagon pectination
1G. - " sayi
PMF2 Z
A* - Side view of head and thorax (a -of resale)
3. - *r©nt rle* of head (3* - of fsaale)
C. - Antenna a female, h nale
PLATE U
it - BsssOs genitalia
M. - Uals genitalia (LL - lateral lobes, ML - Median lobe.)
d. - dorsal view, 1. - lateral view, and - ventral view.
PLATE III
w.
- ?ing (K, - oedian, Oi - Cubitus, H, - Hadlus, 1a and 4 A » ami views.)
V. - Abdoainal segments (S. - sternite, T. - tergite), 1. - lateral view,
v. - ventral view.
o. * oeoijaat, t - hind tarsus, dorsal and lateral views,
a, - female antenna.
PLATS If
a. - female antenna} £. - ajrgidiuini t_. - hind tarsus






